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Sjjc gcmocratic fanner

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
guard came down in beautiful order and array
and with hearts burning with high hopes.—
They knew that their emperor ana the civiliz
ed world Were looking on. They carried
thrones and kings as they went. They need
ed nothing to fire their steady courage. No
drum, or trumpet, or martial strain cheered
them on. No bugle sounded the charge. In
perfect order and dead silence they moved over
the plain. Above them soared the French ea
gle no power had ever yet wrested from the
grasp, and on them was the eye of Bonaparte.
The allied army saw with awe and dread, the
approach of that unconquerable legion. The
terror of Europe was on the march. For a
moment the firing ceased along the lines.—
The battle was hushed. The muffled tread of
that magnificent legion was heard. The sud
den calm was but momentary. The artillery
again opened like a volcano on the foe.—
Whole ranks went down before the destructive
fire, yet they faltered not for a moment. Over
their fallen comrades, with the same steady
front they moved on, across the valley and up
the slope.
Before their cool, resistless charges the Eng
lish lines melted like frost work. They took
the last fire of the artillery full on'their bosoms,
and then walked over the cannon, artillery
men and all! On, on, like a resistless wave
they swept, carrying everything down in their
passage, till they approached within a few rods
of where Wellington stood. All seemed lost,
when a rank of men who had lain flat on their
faces behind a low ridge of earth, suddenly
heard the ringing order, “Up, Guards, and
at’em 1” They started up as from the bowels
of the earth, and poured in their destructive
fire in the very faces of that mangled guard.—
They recoiled from the discharge as if smitten
with a sudden blow. A second and third fol
lowed. They reeled and staggered a moment,
and then turned and fled. The thunder of the
first cannon came at intervals on the night air,
telling where Blucher trod down the” foe.—
Wellington had left to him the pursuit, and
was leading back his weary and bleeding army
oyer the battle-field. The full round moon was
riding the quiet heavens, lighting up the man
gled masses of human flesh that weighed down
the field. Here an epaulette—there a shiver
ed sword flashed back in its beams. Groans
loaded the air. while a death shriek came at
intervals on the ear. Wellington wept. The
excitement and rage was over, and his heart
sickened at the awful scene before him.
On the surface of two square miles it was as
certained that fifty thousand men and horses
were lying. I he luxurious crop of ripe grain
which had covered the field of battle, was re
duced to litter, and beaten into the earth, and
the surface trodden down by the cavalry and
furrowed deeply by the cannon wheels, strewed
with many a relic of the fight. Helmets and
the cuirasses, shattered fire-arms and broken
sword, all the variety of military ornaments,
lancer caps and Highland bonnets, uniforms of
every color, plumes and penon, musical instru
ments, the apparatus ofartillerv, drums, bugles,
but good God ! why dwell on the harrowim;
picture of foughten battle ?—each and every ru
inous display bore mute testimony to the mise
ry of such a battle. Could the melancholy ap
pearance of this scene of the death be height
ened, it would be by witnessing the researches
of the hying, amid its desolation, for the object
oi their love. Mothers, and wives, and chil
dren, for days were occupied in that mournful
duty : and tne confession of the corpses—friend
and foe intermingled as they were—often ren
dered the attempt of recognizing individuals
difficult, and sometimes imposible.
In many places the dead lay four feet deep
upon each other, marking the spot which some
British square had occupied exposed for hours
to the murderous fire of a French battery.—
Outside, lancer and cuirassier were scattered
thickly on the earth. Madly attempting to
force the erried bayonets of the British, they
had fallen in bootless easay by the musketry of
the inner files. Further on you trace the spot
where the cavalry of France and England had
encountered; chasseur and hussar were inter
mingled. and the heavy Norman horses of the
Imperial Guard were interspersed with the gay
charger's which had carried Albion s chivalry.
Here the Highlander and Tiralleur lay side by
side together; and the heavy dragoon, with
green Erin’s badge upon his helmet, was grap
pling in death with his polished lance. On the
summit of the_ridge, where the ground ^was
cumbered with"the dead, and trodden fetlockdeep in the mud and gore by the frequent rush
of rival cavalry, the thick-strewn corpse of the
Imperial Guard pointed out the spot where
Napoleon had been defeated. Here, in column
the flavored corps, on whom his last chances
rested, they had been annihilated ; and the ad
vance and refuse of the guard was traceable to
a mass of fallen Frenchmen, In the hollow
below, the last struggle of Fiance had been
vainly made : for there the Old Guard attemp
ted to meet the British and afford time to their
disorganized companies to rally.

al. The former only looks to military conse
quences, and-disregards popular manifestations;
the latter respects the opinions of the outer
world, and sees political as well as military re
sults in what he orders. They are both the
creatures of accident, so far as their present
positions are concerned. It remains to be seen
if either can control the current of events, and
it in either the artillery-man or the cavalry of
ficer of the old United States’ army there is
the stuff1 around which history is moulded,
such as that of which the artillery-man of
Brienne or the leader of the Ironside was
made.

against the designs of the traitors. Now that
Fremont has been superceded, however, a prac
tical pledge is given, not merely that the Pres
ident has resolved to adhere to his original
policy, but that he will do nothing which can
give offense to the loyal men of that section.
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In regard to the contracts. Without an ex march from Jefferson City, in a heavy rain
amination of the accounts it will be difficult to which fell, the cartridges were destroyed. This
arrive at the facta. It is the expressed belief march to Tjpton (35 miles) was made on a mud
of many intelligent gentlemen atSt. Louis, that road, heavy and miry with rains, and parallel to
L. HARPER.
Gen. Fremont has around him and in his Staff, the railroad, and but a little distance from it.— GREAT BATTLE AT PIKEVILLE KEN
Office in Woodward Block, 3d Story.
persons directly and indirectly concerned in fur The troops were directed by Gen. Fremont to
TUCKY.
nishing supplies. The following is a copy of a march without provisions or knapsacks, and
TBRMS.—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad
Ho
Bounty
Lands
for
Soldiers
in
the
letter signed by Leonidas Haskell, Captain and without transportation. A violent rain-storm
vance; $2.50 within six months; $3.00 after the expi
Rebels Killed!—1,000 Rebel
Present War.
A. D. C. He, though on Gen Fremont’s Staff’ came up, and the troops were exposed to it all 400
ration of the year.
Prisoners!—Union Loss Small.
The following important notice has been is is said to be a contractor for hay, an forage, night; were without food for 24 hours, and
and mules. The person named in his note, Col. when food was received, the beef was found to
sued from the Pension Bureau:
Paris, Ky., Nov. 12.
Degraf, is his partner:
be spoiled.
Pension Office, Nov. 2. 1861.
Gen. Nelson met the rebels on Friday last at
Headquarters Western Department, >
Gen. Hunter stated to me that he had just re
Sir: The application for bounty land for
Camp Ellis, Oct. 2. 1861. J
ceived a written report from one of his Colonels, Pikeville, Pike countv, Ky., and won a glorious
warded by you in behalf of a soldier of the
victory. Col. Labe Aloore attacked the rebels
SPLASSIING OF THE CHURN.
Kystcriou3 Crime—a Double Tragedy. present war, is herewith returned to your ad Sir: I am requested by the Commanding informing him that but twenty out of a hundred in the rear with 3,800 men; Col. Harris, 2d
General to authorize Col. Degrafto take any hay of his guns would go off. These were the guns
There
arrived
in
N.
Yorkby
the
steamer
Ba

dress. A sufficient number of similar unfound that has been contracted for by the Government,
Ohio, in front with 600 men, Harris falling back
In the dairy, cool and airy,
varia from Bremen, in October, a Polish Jew, ed claims having been presented to require spe his receipt for the same being all the voucher procured by Gen. Fremont in Europe. I will and Moore pressing forward till the enemy were
Stands the farmer's daughter, churning;
here state that Gen. Sherman, at Louisville,
named
Sigismund
Fellner.
On
the
passage
he
Her cheeks arc all a glow,
cial action on my pari, both to prevent imposi you require. Respectfully yours,
made to me a similar complaint of the great brought into the midst of Nelson’s whole brig
made the acquaintance of two women, of the tion upon soldiers who may be misled into the
With health, from labor burning;
Leonidas Haskell,
inferiority
of these European arms. He had ade, when our forces pressed them upon all sides,
Her rudy arms arc bare,
same nativity as himself. He was young, and assertion of such a claim, and to save this of
Captain
and
A.
D.
C.
given
the
men
orders to file down the nipple.— killing 400 and taking 1,000 prisoners. The bal
ifn a snood around her flaxen hair,
was possessed of a large amount of diamonds fice much useless labor, I have to inform you
W hat does this mean? Contractors deliver In conversation with Col. Swords, Assistant ance were scattered in all directions. The los»
'Round her bimming pans of milk,
and money, in all some $50,000. The cider sis that no paper of this character will be placed forage direct to Quartermasters, who issue the
of the Federals is small.
And her gown—’tis not of silk—
ter was named Mrs. Marks, and the younger, an upon our files, or in any manner entertain same. But here another party steps in. and for Quartermaster-General at Louisville, just from
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 12.
Is tucked beneath her apron,
California,
he
stated
that
Mr.
Selover,
who
was
unmarried one, Albertina Flaum. Fellner is be ed.
■Clean and snowy white;
A courier from Nelson’s brigade, with dis
the purpose, if a contractor or the copartner of in Europe with Gen. Fremont, wrote to some
■And while the staff is dashing
lieved to have become criminally intimate with
patches for Gen. Thomas, reports fighting at
There is no law granting bounty land for any one, of filling his own contract. It is difficult
&,’p and down incessant splashing,
the younger sister on the passage, for upon service rendered subsequently to March 3,1855 to suppose that this double transaction it done friend in San Francisco that his share of the Pikeville for two days. The rebels lost 400
profits
of
the
purchase
of
these
arms
was
S30,In unison with hand and foot
their arrival in the city, though the women nor will any application be treated as valid, un without a consideration. The accounts in this 000.
killed and 1,000 prisoners. This is reliable.
She sings with spirit:
stopped at a boarding house and Fellner stop der a future act of Congress, if made before case should be examined, and the prices paid to
Second Dispatch.—Nelson has whipped
When
Gen.
Hunter
received,
at
Jefferson
Citv
ped at the Prescott House, on Broadway, the the data of the approval of such act bv the Ex Degraf be compared with that paid to the con orders to march to Tipton, he was directed to Williams—400 rebels killed and 1,000 priso
"Come, Sally! take a turn
elder sister, Mrs. Marks, called upon him and ecutive.
At the old wooden churn,
tractors whose forage was seized, The same take 41 wagons with him, when he had only 40 ners. Among the latter are Williams and—
demanded money ofhim for having wronged Al
And quit your novel reading,
Respectfully yours,
Capt. Haskell, A. D C., was a contractor for mules, which fact had been duly reported at Hawes. The fight took place at Pikeville on
Nor think yourself a queen;
bertina. To escape her importunities, Fellner
Joseph H. Barrett, Commissioner.
mules. He desired Capt. Turnley to receive his headquarters. At this time, Col. Stevenson, of Friday and Saturday. Federal loss compara
You’re more like silly Nancy,
having made the acquaintance of a man named
animals, “good, bad and indifferent,” as Capt. the 7th Missouri Regiment, was, without Gen. tively small.
Who lived on airy fancy,
Redetzki, asked his advice. He persuaded him
Cincinnati, Nov. 12.
Turnley said. This he would not do, but stated Hunter’s knowledge, taken from him, leaving
And died in single wretchedness.
The battle at Pikeville lasted Friday andto remove to a quiet house in Brooklyn. Fell
his prices for the different classes of mules, him, when under marching orders, with only
In poverty, I ween.
ner left his hotel, and was not heard of again
“wheel,” “lead,” &c. Besides, he had more one regiment at Jefferson City fit to take the Saturdap, and the victory is complete. Gener
als Williams and Hawes are among the priaountil it was announced in the papei-s that the
Here, Mary ! in the dairy
mules than he could possibly send to the army. field.
body of a drowned man had been found in the
Is your proper place, my bonny lass,
Notwithstanding all this he received an order to
Gen. Hunter also showed me the order for
REPORT
IN
An hour or more you’ve stood before
water at Middletown N. J. A German acquaint
inspect and receive Mr. Haskell’s mules as ra marching to Durock Ferry, dated at Tipton,
That flatterer false, the looking-glass;
-?
ance, who knew of Mr. Fellner’s visit to this
pidly as possible. Capt. Turnley very soon af Oct. 10, which he did not receive until the 12th.
Rebel Atrocity at Guyandotte !
So come! take a turn at the big wooden churn,
country, and who had not yet met him, went to
ter received an order from Gen. Fremont to He also showed me his reply, proving that it
’Twill lend your face a glow and grace
see the dead body, and identified it as that of
leave St. Louis and go into the interior of Mis was impossible for him to comply with the or Federal Troops Murdered iu Cold
That paint cannot impart;
Fellner. Meantime Radetzki and the women Report of Adjutant General Thomas to souri.
And while the staff is dashing
Blood !
der to march. This order was changed to one
disappeared. The detective police went to work
Up and down, incessant splashing,
By directions of Gen. Meigs, advertisements requiring him to make a single days march.
the
Secretary
of
War.
’Twill set your eyes a flashing,
and succeeded in finding Mrs. Marks and Alber
were published for proposals to furnish grain
When Gen. Pope received tnis order to march
Cincinnati, Nov. 12.
Till every look’s a dart.
tina Flaum. On their persons were found some
and hay, and contracts were subsequently made at Georgetown, 25 miles distant he wrote back
Advices from Kanawha state that the rebels
You’ll loose that sobbing, sighing,
Washington, Oct. 21, 1861.
of
the
property
belonging
to
deceased.
They
for specific sums—28 cents per bushel for corn, to Gen. Hunter a letter, which I read. It set who had been shelling Camp Tompkins from
That palid look of dying,
Sir: I have the honor to submit the report 30 cents for oats and $17,95 per ton for hay. In forth the utter impossible of his moving for the Cotton Hill, had retired upon the approach of
were confined for examination, but on the first
’Twill send the ruddy current
requested
in
your
letter
of
the
9th
inst.
night of their incarceration, in separate cells,
face of this, another party in St. Louis, Baird want of transportation and supplies, and asked forces under Col. DeVillers. Nine of the ene
Beating time from out your heart.
We arrived at St. Louis, as you are aware, at or Baird & Palmer, (Palmer being of the old whether Gen. Fremont could mean what he my’s pickets were killed with no loss on our
in a police station house, Albertina committed
2|
A.
M.,
Oct.'ll.
After
breakfast,
rode
to
Ben

“ Come, hasten, sister Anna!
suiscide by hanging herself from the bars of the
side. Col. De Villiers has taken possession of
firm in California, Palmer, Cook & Co., Gen. had written.
Stop a pounding that piano!
grated door by a cotton hankerchief. Their ton Barracks, above the city. On the street Fremont’s agents in that State,) were directed
All of the foregoing facts go to show the want the hill.
Poor, broken-hearted instrument,
leading
to
the
camp
passed
a
small
field-work
supposed accomplice, Redtzki, has not yet been
The defeat of the Union forces at Guyanto send to Jefferson City, where hay and corn of military foresight on the part of Gen. Fre
’Tis ever out of tune ;
taken into custody, and the whole mystery of in course of construction. Found the camp of abound as fast as possible, 100,000 buslials of mont in directing the necessary means for put dotte was accomplished by trickery on the part
So cease your useless jigging,
great
extent,
with
extensive
quarters,
construct

the crime and double tragedy remains yet to
oats, with a corresponding amount of hay, at ting into, and maintaining the field, the forces ofthe inhabitants. It seems a force of caval
And bring the can nnd piggin,
be cleared up. Since writing the above, Mrs. ed of rough boards. Much has been said of 33 cents per bushel for the grain, and $19 per under his command.
ry, variously estimated at from 500 to 1000,
To hold the luscious buttermilk
Marks also made an unsuccessful attempt to the large sums expended in their erection ; but ton for hay.
Thot will be ready soon.
Gen. Hunter also stated that although the had concentrated in the country back of the
some one mentioned that General McKinstry,
kill herself by cutting her arm with a knife.
Capt. Edward M. Davis, a member of his second in command, he never was consulted by town. These proposed, with the assistance of
principal Quartermaster, who made the dis Staff', received a contract, by the direct order of Gen. Fremont, and never knew anything of his the rebel inhabitants at Guyandotte, to annihi
"And keep the staff a dashing,
bursements, gave the cost at $15,000. If so, it Gen. Fremont, for blankets. They were ex intentions. Such a parallel, I will venture to late the Federal forces in the town. This force
Up nnd pown, incessant splashing;
ANOTHER MYSTERIOUS MURDER.
Brother is a thrashing.
was judicious. The total cost should be ascer
On Sunday morning, at Fishkill Landing on tained. Gen. Curtis was in command. Force amined by a board of army officers, consisting assert, cannot be found in the annals of milita consisted of 250, of a Virginia regiment and a
And father's with the plows;
Mother supper's getting,
the Hudson River, the body of a young man. present, 140 officers, 3,338 men, principally de of Capt. Hendershott, Fourth Artillery; Capt. ry warfare. I have also been informed that few of Ziglers Virginia Cavalry. It was ar
And Kate’s the table setting,
subsequently identified as that of Philip Au tachments, except the First Iowa Cavalry—34 Turnley, Assistant Quartermaster. The blank there is not a Missourian on his staff—not a ranged between the rebel cavalry and rebel cit
So let us get the churning done
gustus Embury, of Brooklyn, was found lying officers, 994 men—having horses, but without ets were found to be made mostly of cotton, and man acquainted personally with the topography izens to massacre our troops in cofd blood.—
Ere milking of the cows.
to be rotten and worthless. Notwithstanding and physical characteristics of the country or Accordingly the rebel citizens were very kind
near Meyers’ Hotel, with marks of violent death. equipments.
*
*
*
*
*
* to our troops, last Sunday evening, and invited
this decision, they were purchased, and given its people.
It
seems
that
Mr.
Emburv
was
in
the
habit
of
"And wc'H take a turn
Gen. Curtis said of Gen. Fremont that he to the sick and wounded soldiers in the hospi Gen. Hunter expressed to the Secretary of War them to their houses, on various pretexts, and
At the big wooden churn;
visiting the family of Mr. \ erplanck, near the ' found no difficulty in getting access to him, and tal.
his decided opinion that Gen. Fremont was in all who were off duty accepted the invitation.
Tho’ ’tis an nri'-ieitt instrument
Landing. He had gone up in the afternoon ■ when he presented business connected with his
the supplies sent by Gen. Fremont to competent, and unfit for his extensive and im While they were being entertained, at about
’Tis never out of tune;
train on Saturday, and was ^evidently killed command, it was attended to. Gen. Fremont, theAmong
army now in Held, may be enumerated, 500 portant command. This opinion he gave re- half past eight at night, the rebel cavalry dashAnd sin;; while we’re dashing.
just after leaving the depot for Mr. Verplanck's however, never consulted him on military af
half
to carry water in a country where luctlantly, for the reason that he held the po into town. Signals were displayed from every
Plash, plash plash, splashing.
residence. Mr. Embury was stabbed with a fairs, nor informed him of his plans. General waterbarrels,
sition of second in command.
house whare the Federals were, and into these
is abundant, and 500 tons of ice.
A lively lay, and bang awav.
bowie
knife
or
bayonet,
which
was
thrust
in
Curtis
remarked
that
while
he
would
go
with
We'll bring the butter soon.
The opinion entertained by gentlemen of po the rebels rushed, murdering the unarmed sold
We
examined
the
barracks
in
course
of
con

the left side, penetrating through the body, and freedom to Gen. Scott and express his opinions, struction in St. Louis, near and around the pri sition
and intelligence, who have approached iers in cold blood. The rebel citizens, men
breaking off' at the point. The murderer has he would not dare to do so to Gen. Fremont.— vate bouse occupied by him as quarters—the and observed
him, is that he is more fond of and women, rushed to arms and aided the cav
not been discovered or arrested. The deceased : He deemed Gen. Fremont unequal to the com Brant house—which, by the by, is rented for the pomp than of the stern realities of war— alry in the slaughter. The Federate in camp
f If ’/« i
was
a
son
of
Daniel
Embury,
President
of
the
1
mand
of
an
army,
and
said
that
he
was
no
more
l it au
$6,000 per annum. These barracks have brick that his mind is incapable of fixed attention or prepared, as soon as possible, for defense, but
Brooklyn Bank.
bound by law than the winds. He considered foundations and brick outer walls, weather- strong concentration—that by his mismanage were overpowered and had to break.
him to be unequal to the command of the ar boarded, and are sufficient, as quarters and ment of affairs since his arrival in Missouri, the
Very few were killed in the engagement with
Correspondcnce of the Cincinnati Commercial.
my in Missouri.
stables, for 1,000. Like those of Camp Benton, State had almost been lost—and that if he is the cavalry ; nearly all killed being murdered
W ATERLGO
After
dinner
rode
to
the
Arsenal
below
the
A Curious Letter of Warning —Still
these barracks were built by contract, on pub continued in command, the worst results may in the houses. When Col. Ziegler arrived, on
Another Story of the Battle of Wild city; Capt. Callender in charge. Garrison for lished proposals. They are certainly more ex be anticipated. This is the concurrent testi learning particulars of the affair, he ordered
OP Till TOUT.
THE LAST 1191
its
protection
under
Maj.
Granger,
Third
Cav

Cat.
pensive and more permanent than the quarters mony of a large number of the most intelligent the destruction of the town. Buildings were
alry. But very few arms on hand; a numbel- a temporary army would require, and the pre men in Missouri. Leaving Tipton on the 13th, immediately fired and the whole town reduced
A few months since i was standing on the
Harrodsburg, Nov. 1.
of
heavy
guns
designed
for
gunboats
and
mor

field of Waterloo, on the anniversary of that
cise cost of them, though difficult to be got at, we arrived at St. Louis on the same day, and on to ashes.
Eds. Com. :—I notice in your paper of the
the 14th we left St. Louis and arrived at India
great battle. The fields were waving with the
29ult., that you complain that our party have tars. The Captain is -engaged in making am should be ascerrained.
munition.
He
said
he
had
heard
that
some
ripening grain, just as they were on that mem
A pontoon bridge has been erected across the napolis in the evening.
been injuing our cause by falsehood and mis
Good News from the Fleet—Port Royal
person
had
a
contract
for
making
carriages
orable morning, before being trodden down by
Ohio River, by Gen. Fremont, at Paducah. A
We left Indianapolis, Oct. 16. for Louisville,
representation, and I sir, agree with you, and
in Possession of Union Troops—Great
charging squadrons. As I stood where Wel
I am now led to believe that many of our re for these guns, but if so, that he knew nothing ferryboat in a region where sueh boats are Ky., where we arrived at 12| o’clock, P. M., and
Excitement at Norfolk.
lington had stood, on the ridge occupied bv the
verses and misfortunes are attributable to such of it, and that it was entirely irregular, he be readily procured, would be just as efficient, and had an interview with Gen. Sherman, command
Fortress Monroe, Nov. 10.
English lines, and surveyed the entire field and
ing the Department of Cumberland. He gave
misrepresentations and falsehood. I don t be ing the proper officer to attend to such work.— much less expensive.
Tee steamship S. R. Spaulding arrived from
This,
in
my
opinion,
requires
investigation.
He
looked down upon the narrow valley where the
a
gloomy
picture
of
affairs
in
Kentucky,
stating
Contracts,
it
will
be
seen,
were
given
to
indi

lieve that Providence will be with us or our
Hatteras Inlet this morning with the Twenti
fate of all Europe was once put up and battled
cause, so long as we continue so dishonest a expected soon to receive funds, and desired viduals without resorting to advertisements for that the young men were generally Secession eth Indiana Regiment.
them
for
current
purposes
;
was
fearful,
how

for. a world of conflicting emotions struggled
ists,
and
had
joined
the
Confederates,
while
the
bids,
as
is
required
by
the
law
and
the
army
reg

course. I believe that honesty is the best pol
A deserter, who reached the Inlet in a small
for the mastery within me. The magnificence
Union men, the aged and Conservatives, would boat, stated that news had been received on the
icy, and I do hope that in future we may have ever, that they might be diverted to other pay ulations.
ments.
not
enrol
themselves
to
engage
in
conflict
with
Having received an intimation from another
and pomp of that stern army was before me,
as near the truth as it may be possible to get at
Visited a large hospital not far distant from quarter of an impropriety, I called on Capt. their relations on the other side. But few reg main land of the taking of two rebel forts at
and my ear seemed distinctly to catch the first
it. I have risen from my bed, (where I have
Port Royal and the ladding of a large Federal
Arsenal,
in
charge
of
Asst.
Surgeon
Bailey,
U.
cannon shot that opened the conflict. Far on
McKeever, Assistant Adjutant-General, for the iments could be raised. He said that Buckner force. Beaufort had also been taken by our
been confined from a wound received in the
S.
A.
It
was
filled
with
patients
mostly
doing
was
in
advance
of
Green
River
with
a
heavy
the right comes down Jerome Bonaparte, with
facts, which he gave me as follows: One week
fight or skirmish at Wildcat,) to say to you,
troops. No particulars have arived, but the
with his twelve thousand men. A sheet of
that of the many accounts I have seen and well. Hospital in fine order, and a credit to after the receipt of the President’s order modi force on the road to Louisville, and an attack fact corresponds with those received from Nor
the
service.
The
Doctor
had
an
efficient
corps
fire runs along the walls of the cha’eau, and
fying Gen. Fremont’s proclamation relative to might be daily expected, which, with the force
heard of that fight, not one of them have told
assistants from the volunteer service, and in the emancipation of slaves. Gen. Fremont, by he had, he would not be able to resist but. folk by a flag of truce.
a gap up in the advancing columns of the foe.
the naked truth, and to make a short story of of
Great excitement prevailed on the amval’of
addition
a
number
of
Sisters
of
Charity
as
note to Capt. McKeever, required him to have nevertheless, he would fight them. He as well the news at Norfolk.
Its mangled heads melts like frost work before
it, the loss on both sides were about equal. I
the distructive fire. The smoke of the battle
think, perhaps, we had the advantage of fight nurses. God bless these pure and disinterested 200 copies of the original proclamation, and ad as citizens of the State, said that the Border
From the same source we have a rumor that
dress to the army of the same date, printed and State of Kentucky must furnish the troops to
covers them from sight, and rools up the val
ing behind the breastworks, but we had more women !
Col. Andrews, Chief Paymaster, called on me sent immediately to Ironton, for the use of drive the rebels from the State. His force then the railroad above Beaufort has fallen into the
ley, and lo ! I see nothing but the melee of
wounded somehow, and they got a good many
possession of our troops, with an immense
horses and riders, the tossing of banners and
prisoners; whether they took them, or they and represented irregularitirs in the Pay De Major Garrett, of the Indiana Cavalry for dis consisted of 10,000 troops in advance of Louis quantity of stores.
the soaring of the French Eagle-amid the cloud
went over to voluntarily, I am not positively partment, and desired instructions from the Se- tribution through the country. Capt. McKee ville, in camp at Nolin River, and on the Lou
Five deserters who reached Newport News
of war, and I hear naught but the roar of the
certain, but I have the best reason to believe crety from his government, stating that he was ver had the copies printed and delivered. Fre isville and Nashville Railroad at various points; this morning say the rebels up James river are
at Camp Dick Robinson, or acting in conjunc in consternation. They also bring the improb
artillery, the braying of trumpets, the blast of
they deserted us,and I tell you plainly, and required to make payments and transfers of mont’s orders in this matter.was as follows:
Adjutant General will have 200 copies ofproc- tion with Gen. Thomas, 9,000 ; and two regi able rumor that our troops had advanced up
the bugle sounding the charge, and the heavy
you may tell your friends, that Tennessee and money contrary to law and regulations. Once,
shock of the cavalry.
Kentucky Union men won’t do to depend on objecting to what he conceived an improper lamation of Commanding General, dated 30th, ments at Henderson’ on the Ohio, at the mouth the railroad as far as Charleston.
******
*
certain. I don’t mean to say all are false, but payment, he was threatened with confinement of August, together with Address to the Army of the Green River. On being asked the ques
The French frigate Calabria was burned to
The great battle of Europe was to be fought.
we may bid farewell to the Union if we depend by a file of soldiers. He exhibited an order of the same date sent immediately to Ironton, tion, what force he deemed necessary, he the water’s edge on Friday night off Hatteras.
for
the
transfer
of
$100,000
to
the
Quartermas

promptly
replied
200,000
men.
This
conversa

for
the
use
of
Major
Garrett,
Indiana
Cavalry.
All its kings stood looking on with breathless
All hands were saved.
upon them to sustain it. The best of them are ter’s Department, which was irregular. Ex
silence, for their thrones were at stake. The
but lukewarm, while the Secessionists are hibited abstract of payments by one Paymaster, Major Garrett will distribute it through the tion occurred in the presence of Ex-Secretary
The captain of the Albatross reports that he
Guthrie
and
Gen.
Woods.
The
Secretary
of
leelings of these two great military chieftains
J. C. F., Commanding General.
more desperate than hell, and stop at nothing (Maj. Felizer) to 42 persons appointed by Gen. country,
discovered the Union ashore, on the 6th inst.,
War
replied
that
he
supposed
the
Kentuckians
themselves as they thus for the first time stood
Sept. 23 1861.
about eighty miles eastward of Bogue Inlet,
to carry their point. I have made these state Fremont, viz.:—1 Colonel, 3 Majors, 9 Cap
face to face and battled for a continent, were
We left St. Louis Oct. 12 for Gen. Fremont’s would not in any number take up arms to op but in consequence of the heavy weather had
ments as I believe for the good of the cause.— tains, 14 First Lieutenants, 11 Second Lieuten
erate
against
the
rebels.
But
he
thought
Gen.
McClellan and Beauregard.
stirred. The British veteran wiping the sweat
headquarters at Tipton, 160 miles distant, pass
no communication with the shore until the fol
You can make what use you please of them ;
lrom his brow exclaimed, “0, that Blucher or
Russell, of the London Times, in his corres and you will believe them or not, but if time ants, 1 Surgeon 3 Assistant Surgeons; total, 42. ing the night at Jefferson City,' the capital of Sherman over-estimated the number and power lowing day, when he landed with a flag of truce
Nineteen
of
these
have
appointments
as
Engi

of
the
rebel
forces
:
that
the
Government
should
night would come !” The next moment an im- pondence, draws the following comparison be don’t convince our people that Kentucky and
Missouri, 125 miles from St. Louis. Gen. Price
and learned from a rebel captain that Union
mence body of French cavalry came thunder tween McClellan and Beauregard:—When I Tennessee Unionists won’t do, then I will be neers, and are entitled to cavalry pay. A sec was in command of the place, with a force of furnish troops to Kentucky to accomplish the was run ashore in a sinking condition on the
ond
abstract
of
payment
was
furnished,
but
work
;
but
that
he
(the
Secretary)
was
tired
of
ing down on one of the English squares. It had the pleasure of conversing with Gen. Mc agreeably disappointed.
1,200 men. The Eighth Iowa were then cn
1st inst., and soon after broke in two. The
not vouched for as reliable, as the Paymaster route for Tipton. At this place there was ac defensive war, and that the troops must assume men
had already become weakened by the loss of Clellan for the first time he asked me several
are prisoners at Fort Macon and Raleigh.
was
sick.
It
is
only
given
to
show
the
excess
whole ranks which the French artillery had questions with evident interest and friendly
cumulated a large quantity of forage, landed the offensive, and carry the war to the firesides N. C. Large quantities of stores were seen pi
Smiths
in
the
Army.
of
officers
of
rank
appointed
to
the
Major
Gen

mowed down, but withstood the desperate curiosity—not unusual on the part of Generals
from steamboats, andother means of transpor of the enemy, that the season for operations
led up on the beach. The steamer Winfield
The Smith family can have no complaints eral’s Body Guard of only 300 men, the com tation ; also, the half barrels for carrying the
shock with true bravery.
The French came in reierence to their antagonists—respecting
___
_
Scott was in company with the Union. The
down a plunging trot, then breaking into a gal-1 Gen. Beauregard. In his case there was afi that they are not amply represented among the mander being a Colonel, &c. The whole num water, and a number of mules, which Capt.
captain of the Union fears she was lost, hav
lop, fell like a rock hurled back from the | the more reason for such inquiries, in the fact field officers in the war. There is (acting) Ma ber of irregular appointments made by Gen. Turnley said he could not get forward, having
Beaufort Taken by the Federals.
ing suddenly disappeared. Nothing is known
mountain, they recoiled from the shock. Dri- that they were old fellow students and class jor-General William F. Smith, of Vermont, Fremont was said by Col. Andrews to be nearly no control over the transportation by railroad.
concerning the rumored loss of the Ocean Ex
Fortress Monroe, Nov. 9.
ven to desperation by their repeatedly foiled at mates. Io my mind there is something of re commanding the right wing of the army on the 200. The following is a copy of one of these
We arrived in Tipton at 9 A. M. of the 13th.
press. There are rumors of three Federal ves
The ferry-boat Com. Perry arrived this sels having gone ashore.
tempts, they stopped their horses and cooly semblance between the men. Both are below Potomac; and opposed to him is Major-Gener appointments:
The Secretary of War was called on by Gen.
Headquarters Western Department, 1
walked them around that brave square, and the middle hight. dhey are both squarely al Gustavus W. Smith, commanding the left
Fremont, and upon his invitation, accompanied morning from the expedition. She lost sight
St. Louis Aug. 23, 1851. )
whenever a man fell dashed in. Sueh desper built, and famed for muscular power since their wing of the Confederate army, Brigadier-Gener
him to Syracuse, five miles distant, to review
From Washington.
Sir;—You are hereby appointed a Captain ol Gen. McKinstry’s division, about 8,000strong. of the fleet on Friday, off Bull Bay, the fleet
ate resolution, such recklessness of life, began college days. Beauregard, indeed, is lean and al Charles Ferguson Smith commands at Padu
bearing toward Port Royal. The Captain
Washington, Nov. 10.
at length to tell on the conflict. The square thin-ribbed ; McClellan is full and round, with cah. Of Colonels and field officers there is ap Cavalry, to be employed in the Land Transpor This body of troops is said to be the best equip
Gen. Scott’s staff has been assigned as fol
began to shake and waver, when Wellington a Napoleonic tendency to embonpoint, subdued parently no end. Illinois has Col. Robert F. tation Department, and will report for duty at ped and best supplied ofthe whole army. They knows nothing of the reported loss of the Union
tame dashing up with his guard—they opened by incessant exercise. Beauregard sleeps lit Smith, Sixteenth regiment, at St. Joseph, Mo; these headquarters.
certainly are, so far as means of transportation and other transports. The Perry was disabled lows : Col. Cullom to staff of Major General
J. C. Fremont,
and could not proceed further. The Mayflow Halleck, with rank of Brigadier-General; Col.
nnd he was in its bosom. The chief was in tle ; McClellan’s tempermanent requires a full Col. Gustavus A. Smith, Thirty-fifth regiment,
are concerned.
Major-General Commanding.
their keeping—his fate voluntarily thrown in share of rest; both are spare and Spartan in in Fremont’s army; Col. John E. Smith, of
At Tipton, beside Gen. Fremont and staff his er was some distance behind the fleet with a Van Rensselaer succeeds Gol. Scott as Inspec
to their hands, those British hearts could not diet, studious, quiet. Beauregard is rather the Lead Mine regiment raised at Galena. Ohio To Capt. Felix Vogel, present.
body guard, &c., I found a part of Gen. Hun signal of distress flying. The Captain thinks tor-General ; Col. Hamilton on the stall’ of Gen.
McClellan; Major Wright takes command of
I also saw a similar appointment given to an ter’s First Division and Gen. Asboth’s Fourth it could not have reached its destination.
yield. Rank after rank fell, but not a man saturnine, and, if not melancholic, is of a grim furnishes five Colonels Smith, viz: Benjamin
A flag of truce arrived to day. It brings noth his regiment.
stirred from his footsteps. The French at gayety ; McClellan is genial even in his re F. Smith, of the Thirteenth ; J.L. Kirby Smith, individual on Gen. Fremont s Staff as Diiector Division.
Among the recently appointed Brigadier-Gen
length gave it up, retired to their position.— serve. The density of the hair, the squareness of the Fory-third: T. K. Smith, of the Fifty- of Music with the rank and commission or Cap
The force designed to act against Price con in" from the great expedition.
The Twentieth Indiana Regiment will return erals arc Morgan, of Ohio, and Col. Philip St,
A^ain, on separate squares were those terrible of the jaw, the firmness and regularity of the fourth ; and Orlando Smith, of the Seventy- tain of Engineers ! This person was a musi sists of five divisions, as follows :
George Cook, who recently brought hither his
charts made, and again as they waved, did teeth, and the outlines of the features are third. Missouri has Col. Morgan L. Smith, cian in a theatre in St. Louis. Paymaster An First Division........ Hunter’s...nt Tipton............... 9,750 to Old Point
Reports says the pilot of a rebel steamer said cavalry troops from Utah. He is a native, and
Wellington fling himself in their midst. Thus, points of similarity in both, which would be of the Eighth. We should despair of enumera drews was verbally instructed by me not to pay Second Division...Pope’s....... nt Georgetown....... 9,220
from Virginia.
from 11 in the morning until 4 o’clock in the more striking if Beauregard were not of the ting the femiths who are field, staff and line of him—the person having presented the two pa Third Division....... Siegel’s..... nt Sedalia................ 7,980 to one of the hands of a Federal steamer that appointed
An official dispatch from Chiltreaque Inlet,
evening had the battles raged, when a dark ob true Louisianian Creole tint, while McClellan ficers ; suffice it the proportion is well main pers and demanded his pay. Col. Andrews also Fifth Division........ Asboth’s...at Tipton............... 6,451 Beaufort had been taken.
An arival from the fleet was hourly expect Virginia, shows that the L. $. steamer Louis
ject was seen to emerge from a distant wood.— is fair complexioned. Beauregard has a dark, tained. I here was at one time a proposition stated that those appointments bore one date, Sixth Division McKiinstry’s...Syracuse.......... 5,388
ana has been active. A party from her, with
ed.
Larger and larger it grew, till a whole column dull student’s eye, the dullness of which arises, to raise a fall regiment of Smiths, but the dif- but directed payments, in some cases, a month
Total........................................................................ 38,789
be in making up an intelli or two anterior therto. He was then without
Passengers by the Old Point boat say, the volunteers from inland, went up a creek one
stood revealed, with banners waving in the however, from its formation, for it is full of fire •u, ^.there
As soon as I obtained a view of the several Richmond Enquirer of Friday contains a dis mile or more, aud found and destroyed a
.
freeze__ Blucher and his Prussians had come ’ and its glances are quick and searching. Mc gible list of killed and wounded was an insupe funds, excepting a small amount.
rable objection.
encampments
at Tipton, I expressed the opin patch from Charleston, dated Wednesday, sim schooner and two sloops, without the loss of a
The
principal
Commissary,
Capt.
Haines
had
Clellan,
has
a
deep,
clear
eye,
into
which
you
Both armies saw that the hour had arrived foi
ion that the forces there assembled could not be ply announcing that the Federal troops had man.
can
look
far
and
deep,
while
you
feel
it
search
no
outstanding
debts.
He
expected
funds
soon.
a final issue.
Advices from St. Louis state that Major Fin
Major Allen, principal Quartermaster had re- moved, as scarcely any means of transportation landed at two points and were marching inland. ney, who left Springfield, Mo., with Gen. Fre
Effect of President Lincoln’s Policy.
Bonaparte then rode up to his old and well es far and deep into you. Beauregard has
were
visible.
I
saw
Gen.
Hunter,
second
in
something
of
pretension
in
his
manner
—
not
It
does
not
say
at
what
points.
cently
taken
charge
at
St.
Louis,
but
reported
We extract the following passage from the
tired Imperial Guard that had not been in bat
mont, brought away a chest with about $300,command, aud conversed freely with him. He
The officers of the rebel flag of truce refused 000,
tie all day. Placing himself at their head, he aauteur, but a folding armed, meditative sort “Occasional” letter to the Philadelphia Press, great irregularity in his department, and reques stated that there was great confusion, and that
having failed to pay off the troops. The
to
give
information,
but
the
wheelsman
toldla
of
air,
which
seems
to
say,
“
Don
’
t
disturb
me
ted special instructions. This he deemed impor
half led them way down the slope, when he
money has been secured, and the Major arrest
dated Washington, Nov. 7:
Gen.
Fremont
was
utterly
incompetent
;
that
sailor
that
Beaufort
was
in
possession
of
the
I
’
m
thinking
of
military
movements.
”
Mc

tant, as orders were communicated by a variety
halted and addressed them in his impetuous
and returned to Springfield.
Nothing has done more to weaken the seces of persons, in an irregular manner, all requir his own division was greatly scattered and the Federate, and the National flag was flying nom ed Under
the circumstances the. action at Bal
and fiery manner. He told them that the fate Clellan seems to be always at leisure; but you sionists
than
the
growing
opinion
that
Mr.
Lin

force
there
present
defective
in
many
respects
Court House.
. , „
mont, Mo., is considered highly creditable t»
of the battle and of France was in their hands. feel at the same time you ought not to intrude coln is determined not to be driven from his ing disbursements of money. These orders were that he himself required 100 wagons, but that theThe
gunboat
Young
Rover,
arrived
from
He was answered by those devoted hearts too much upon him, even when you seek in purpose by the cry that he contemplates an at frequently given verbally. He was sending un he- was under orders to march that day, and Cape Fear, reports the steamer Governor in dis our troops, and the credit of a brilliant me la
‘ Emperor forever !” with a shout that rang vain for the grounds of that impression in any tack upon the institution ofslavery. When Gen. der Gen. Fremont’s order, large amounts of for some of his troops were already drawn out on tress, and her machinery disabled. Tne rest o. ment is due Gen. Grant.
from St. Louis to the army at Tipton,
A dispatch from West< rn Vi 'ginia to-day says
over the storm of battle, and was heard al thing that is doing or saying. Beauregard is Fremont’s proclamation reached Richmond it age
where corn was abundant and cheap. The dis the road. His cavalry regiment (Ellias’) had the fleet is supposed to be safe. The reportei
along the British lines. Then he placed then, more subtle, craft, and astute; McClellan is was received with shouts of joy, but when it tance was 160 miles. He stated tne indebted horses nnd indifferent arms, but no equipments. says : I have just learned from a fla" of truce Gen. Rosecrans and command are in a fine con
more
comprehensive,
more
learned,
more
im
under Ney, with orders to force the British
was modified, this act of the President was con- ness of the Quartermaster’s Department at St. The men had to carry their cartridges in their that our troops stormed and captured two fort's dition and prepared to receive the enemy, and
art? confident ot success.
centre and prevent the junction of Blucher with pressionable. Beauregard is a thorough sold cealed or misrepresented, lest it might operate j Louis to be $1,506,309 73.
vest pockets; consequently, on their first day’s at Beaufort.
ier
;
McClellan
may
prove
he
is
a
great
generthe allied forces. That hitherto invincible
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the dispatches, is the sou of a former Mayor of Guyandot, Va., Attacked by Rebels--The
Coning Events.
I
Town Burnt by Federals.
Charleston.
The following is from the last issue of the
Gallirolis, Nov. 11—Guyandot Va., on the
On the reception of the official dispatches,
T
’
lao
Good
©2d
Bcmocs-acy
Bight
Ohio river, tliirty-eix miles below this place,
There was an immense meeting at the Court
New York Independent:
the following order was issued:
Side Up!
General Order.—The Department announ was attacked last night by six hundred r ebels.
House
on
Saturday
afternoon
last,
to
hear
“
Just
as
we
are
going
to
press,
we
receive
a
EDITED BY lThARPEK.
ces to the Navy and to the country its high grat Out of one hundred and fifty of our troops sta
In every State where the Democracy adhered most important piece of’informatioh from a re
Gen. Morgan, our late Minister to Portugal,
ification at the brilliant success *of the com tioned there, only about fifty escaped—the rest
liable
source.
It
is
nothing
less
than
the
ex

E IS A FREEMAN WHOM THE TRUTH STAKES FREE.
speak on the subject of the present war. The to their party nominations, and the Republi pressed conviction of Mr. Seward that the Govern
were killed or taken prisoners. The rebels,
bined navy and army forces, respectively
large Court Room was so densely crowded, that cans did not get up a bogus Union tickets, our ment cannot succeed in this war; that the Confed
commanded by flag officer S. F. Dupont and both male and female, fired from their houses
MOUNT VERSO*. ©S&3©:
eracy will probably be recognized by the European Tho Whole Federal Force, 15,000 Men, Brigadier General W. II. Sherman, in tha cap on our men.
it was next to impossible to find even a com friends have some remarkably well this fall.
Three steamers, which passed down last night,
IESDAY MORNING, - - - NOV. 19, 1861
ture of I orts W alker and Beauregard, com
Powers ; and that peace will be the result in sixty
fortable place to stand. Our engagements pre
Safely Landed!
manding the entrance to Port Royal harbor were compelled to put back. These steamers
Pennsylvania.
days. In view of this, Mr. Thurlow Weed has
vented us from being present only for halt an
started back to Guyandot, this morning at ten
S.C.
The old Keystone State, which gave Lin been sent to England, and if he shall find the
PERSONAL.
in any quantity Ready
To commemorate this signal victory, it is or o’clock, with about four hundred Federal troops
hour ; but so far as we heard the remarks of coln a majority of 70,000 now goes Democrat British Ministry determined to recognize the Contrabands
to Work or leave!
dered that a national salute be fired from each on board, from Point Pleasant; but nothing has
Confederacy, the Administration here will pre
We see it announced that our townsman, Gen. M., they were characterized by all that ic by 46,000 majority. This is glorious !
navy yard at Meridian on the day after the re been heard from them since.
pare at once for peace.
jneral Morgan, has been appointed Brigadier ability for which he is celebrated. He went
Three steamers passed up einqe the skir
ception of this order.
Capture of Beaufort Confirmed!
“ It was to pave the way for this that the dis
inte
an
elaborate
discussion
not
only
of
the
New
Jersey
Democratic.
jneral. He brought with him from Europe
'Com. Dupont’s official dispatch to Secretary mish, and report not a person to be seen in the
couraging report of Adjutant General Thomas
Under this heading, the Newark (N. J.) was allowed to be published. We have no space ©niy ©ne White Man in tke Piaee ! Welles contains nothing of additional interest, town.
full military equipment, determined to take causes of the present unfortunate war,but manv
Later.—The steamer Empire City has just
being merely a short narrative of events. Ac
at this late hour to remark on this information,
e field on his arrival in this country. But a other topics connected with the history of our News of the 7th inst, says:
companying the dispatches were several tro arrived from Guyandot.
except
to
say
that,
if
entirely
correct
(as
we
are
country.
Whatever
opinion
may
exist
as
to
F
ortress
M
onroe
,
N
ov
.
12.
“
The
Democracy
have
gained
largely
in
New
ironic disease, which has become aggravated
The secession portion of the inhabitants, it
phies, captured flags and two brass cannon late
positively assured), it will simply break down
ice his return, will prevent him from going the subject matter of his speech amongst those Jersey, and will have a majority of five, or six the Administration and destroy the country.”
The steamer Bienville Has just arrived at Old ly belonging to the State of South Carolina.— appears, were looking’for the attack, and had a
in
the
Assembly
and
a
majority
on
joint
bal

Point from the great Expedition. She left A list of casualties also received: Total killed, supper prepared for the rebel cavalry, -who were
to the field for the present. Added to this, who were present, all will concede that he was lot.”
There are, to say the least, strong probabili Port Royal on Sunday morning and brings 8 ; wounded severely, 6; slightly wounded, 1/ ; headed by the notorious Perkins and. numbered
will be remembered that he has been absent sincere, honest and patriotic in all he said.
eight hundred.
.
.
. ,
The News exults prodigiously over the result ties in favor of the correctness of this informa cheering intelligence.
total killed and wounded, 31.
5m his family during a period of six years,
Cob Ziglar’s Fifth Virginia Regiment on ar
Capt. Steedman however left her at this place
in Essex County, which is the largest and tion. That a majority of the members of the
A letter to Secretary Welles from Com. Du
THE
MAJOR
IN
MORE
TROUBLE.
rival, tired the town and the principal part ia
id has only been reunited with them two
most populous in the State, and which in for Administration, the President included, have and proceeds direct to Washington with dis pont says, since writing his official dispatches now in ashes.
patches and trophies,—two brass cannon and he had sent gun boats to Beaufort to take pos
reeks.
looked
upon
the
termination
of
our
difficulties
Our military friend, Major Sapp, appears to mer days, was a strong Henry Clay Y big
The rebels left about an hour before the ar
session of the town and protect the inhabi
by the way suggested, as the one imperatively secession flags.
GRAND NAVAL*ACHIEVEMENT.
He reports that the gale encountered by the tants, but found the place abandoned to ne rival of Col. Ziglar.
be in trouble up to his eyes. The charges County, giving from 1,500 to 2,000 majority. indicated by the circumstances, there are many
against him in regard to his shameful conduct It now elects the entire Democratic county reasons to believe. It is the only one that is in fleet was very severe.. The Union and Osceo groes, who are reported in a lawless condi
The Naval Expedition to Port Royal, South
went ashore and were lost as previously re tion.
Union Men Rising in the South—They
towards Mr. Scribner, he does not deny; and ticket and Democratic Sheriff by 1,350 major any way consistent with the policy which the la
Carolina, has been a brilliant and in all res
ask for Arms to Defend Themselves
Washington Nov. 13.
Administration has pursued ; *and is doubtless ported. The Governor foundered at sea. but
therefore
judgment
must
be
entered
against
ity.
Against the Rebels—The Pirate Sum
its successful affair. The bombardment of
the foundation of the often-repeated prediction the Isaac T. Smith succeeded in saving all her
The
following
is
an
extract
from
a
private
crew with the exception of a few mariners.
ter Again.
ot Mr. Seward of a speedy close of the war.
’orts Walker and Beauregard, was a signal hinirpro confesso, in this case.
Illinois Election.
The fleet arrived at Port Royal on Monday, letter, from an officer engaged in the bombard
[Herald Dispatch.'}
But now a still greater trouble comes upon
There
are
also
indications
that
this
etate
of
ment.
Our
success
has
been
complete
and
•iumph of the combined Army and Navy forThe returne from the county elections in Illi
Washington, Nov. 15.—Mr. Dodge, Chief oft
feeling has been, in some way, communicated the 4th. On Tuesday the smaller gun boats terror runs oyer the whole country. The ne
him.
He
is
charged
by
a
correspondent
of
the
The rebel army fought well, but their
nois look well for the-Democracy.
Southwardly, and in the published and unpub rounded into the channel, under a fire from the groes are wild and plundering their master s Police of Baltimore, was here to-day and repor
ttle garrison's becoming too hot for comfort Republican with having misapplied the monies
Of the seventy-five members to the State Con lished conversations of leading Southern men, forts, which did no damage. On Wednesday houses. The whites have been driving the ted to the War Department that information
the weather prevented active operations, but
nd safety,they made a rapid exit to moreconge- assessed upon the “Union” candidates and paid stitutional Convention, the Democrats have el the prevalence of the idea of a speedy-coming on Thursday morning, the 7th inst, the men- negroes away by force and shootng them was brought to Baltimore this morning by a
into
his
hands
as
Chairman
of
the
“
Union
Cen"
pacification,
by
a
recognition
of
the
indepen

boat from Fortress Monroe, that Gen. Shermaa
.ial quarters. The Stars and Stripes now
ected over forty.
of-war and the gun boats advanced to the at down, but they still come to the gun boats. had seized two million dollars’ worth of cotton
dence of the Confederacy, is to be perceived.
tral Committee. The Major, in a communica
The
moment
Gen.
Drayton
took
to
his
horse,
tack.
The
action
commenced
at
10,
A.M.,and
iroudly float on South Carolina soil I
There is, therefore, no doubt the Democrats
By means not easily to be discussed, the pub
in the panic of the 7tli, his 200 servants went in the vicinity of Beaufort, South Carolina, and
Beaufort was not burned, as at first reported; tion in his personal organ, the Express, indig will have a majority, and will be enabled to lic mind there has been preparing for it; and was hotly carried on both sides and lasted 4 directly to the Wabash. Thia is worthy of that numbers of citizens there had professed
hours,
at
the
end
of
which
time
the
rebels
were
at fell into the possession of the Federal ar- nantly denies these charges, and says that he adopt a Democratic Constitution. The result the indisposition of the Confederates to push compelled by the shower of shells to abandon notice, as putting down the nonsense that the loyalty to the Government, and were soliciting
slaves were ready to fight for their masters. trins with which to organize and protect them
ny, without opposition—the inhabitants hav- has “for the last six years been hunted down of this election, therefore, is important upon hostilities to a forcible issue in Missouri, has their works and to beat a hastv retreat.
been by some, attributed to its influence. That
by
a
pack
of
unprincipled
political
dogs,
”
&e.
TheyJJsurrounded Capt. Ammon in crowds, at selves against the rebels.
Our
loss
was
eight
men
and
one
officer.
The
the
future
of
Illinois
politics,
and
has
been
ng “ vamoosed the ranche,” not a human be.
It is reported on good authority, that the reb
this has had something to do with the proceed Chief Engineer of the Mohican was killed and Beaufort, one of them calling out in the joy of
He
makes
a
kind
of
report
of
his
management
looked to -with considerable interest.
ng, save a drunken loafer,-being found in the
ings against Gen. Fremont, is, to say the least, about twenty wounded. The rebel loss un his heart, “ I did’nt think you could do itMas- els are about 4,000 strong at Winchester, and
3,000 strong at Leesburg.
probable.
itreets ' The town is to be made a port of en- of the party funds, whether truthful and sat
known. Fiftv-two bodies were found by our sa.”
The rebel pickets keep a close watch on the
What effect this policy will have upon the men and buried. All their wounded, except
Gen. Sherman’s report to Adjutant General
Winconsin Election;
ry. It is the outlet of the largest and wealth- isfactory, we don’t know and don’t care. It is
opposite Poolsville and that vicinity, tear
none of our funeral; and the Major and his
The returns from Wisconsin look well. Mil Administration or the country is a matter upon two, were carried off. Two forts were captured Thomas is received. He says it was agreed river
eet cotton region in the South.
which there will be differences of opinion. If —Fort Walker on Hilton’s Head, mounting between Commodore Dupont and himself to ing that Gen. Banks or Stone will cross. Just
Republican
friends
may
fight
it
out
the
best
waukee
city
gives
Ferguson.Democrat
for
Gov

We have no intelligence of an advance of
not ousted by a military chieftain, vi ct annis, twenty-three guns, and Fort Beauregard on first reduce the army works that might be above Poolesville the river ts low enough for in
die Federal Army from Beaufort toward Char way they can. We don’t care a darn which ernor, twenty-five hundred majority. The Dem Mr. Lincoln will doubtless live out his term of Bay Point, mounting 19 guns, and of heavy found at Port Royal and thus open one of the fantry to ford.
A private letter received in this city from the
office in the Presidential chair; and whether caliber. The Forts were both new and splen finest harbors on the coast, south of Hatteras
leston or Savannah. It is supposed that strong whips! Go it hawk! Go it buzzard! Go it ocrats carried every Ward.
Gulf squadron, states positively that the priva
The Democrats gain largely in the State.— or not the country will be destroyed, will depend did earth works of great strength, constructed Inlet. He says the squadron had been almost teer Sumter has been captured, and that her
’ortifieations will be erected, and the army great blacksnake1
upon the question in what will consist the de
Lincoln’s major, was about twenty-five thou struction of the country. We have -arrived at in the highest style of military science and pro entirely dispersed by the gale and the vessels crew is on board the Niagara, on her wa
ly increased, before a forward movement is planAn
Abolition
Para.ph.et.
nounced by our engineers as impregnable have been straggling in up to this date. The North.
led.
sand.
that condition when the question, what is expe against any assault by the land force.
transport steamer, Union, Belvidere, Osceola
We have received a pamphet under the
dient,
has
become
almost
as
pressing
as
the
Our Wisconsin friends have made a gallant
Thus has the lion of Rebellion been bearded
The final retreat of the rebels was a perfect and Peerless have not arrived, one of them is Rebel Account of the Taking of Port
frank of Charles Sumner, the Abolition Sena
question,
what
is
right;
and
when
it
becomes
a
known to be lost and probably all are. It is
n his den 1 After the many disasters that have
fight.
Royal—Confederate Loss.
matter of doubt whether the South can be sub rout. They left everything, arms and equip
tor from Massachusetts, which the writer in
The Kilwaukee News of the 7th instant, dued, it is at least safe to inquire : incase it can ments of all kinds, even to the officers’ swords gratifying to say however, that none of the
lappened to the Federal Army, the friends of
Cairo, Nov. 12.
troops transports connected with the land
note requests us to publish as an Editorial, or
and
commissions,
all
the
letters
and
papers
The Memphis Appeal of the 11th contains
the Union have now reason to hope a fatal
says:
not, what then is to be done?
both
public
and
private,
order
hooks
and
docuforce,
were
lost,
though
the
W
infield
Scott
had
at least as a communication, in the columns of
The returns which have thus far been receiv
dow ha3 been struck at the Monster Secession.
We take the above from the Cincinnati Press ments of all kinds were left in their flight and to sacrifice her whole cargo and the Roanoke a the following dispatch :
Savannah, via New Orleans, Nov. 9.
the Banner. It is a rank treasonable article, ed are favorable to the election of the whole
of Saturday last, Nov. 9. Mr. Henry Ward fell into our hands, affording our offieersinueh portion of hers, to save the lives of the regi
The steamer Samson has arrived from Port
of the John Brown-irrepressible-conflict-Aboli- Democratic State ticket. There are’over eight
A REMARKABLE STATEMENT.
ments
on
board.
The
former
will
.be
unable
Beecher does not say who is his “reliable” au valuable information.
Royal with the wounded from the engagement
tion stamp; and as we don’t muster in any such hundred cities and towns in the State—but one
Among the papers was a telegraph from Jeff. again to put to sea. Of the vessels connected of yesterday. Fifteen vessels were inside and
thor, but it is fair to presume that he would not
Elsewhere in thia issue of the Banner, we
hundred
and
one
have
yet
been
heard
from.
In
Davis to the commander of the poet, inform with the Naval portion of the fleet, some have several outside. The Minnesota was the first
company we must respectively decline present
these Ferguson relatively gains 2,086 over Ho make this statement, unless it was-from such ing him of the sailing of the fleet and that he been lost.
publish an article from the New York Indepening such literature to our readers.
bart’s vote of two years ago, when Randall was a source as lead him to believe there was some knew their destination to be Port Royal.
After a careful reconnoisance of Port Royal to enter, rapidly followed by the others. The
ient (Henry Ward Beecher’s paper,) which
We notice that brother Ramsey has receiv elected by only 3,950 majority. The chance of
Bay, it was ascertained the rebels had 3 field attack on the forts was from three sides After
The
whole
surrounding
country
was
seized
truth
in
it.
states that Mr. Seward has declared “that the
work, of remarkable strength strongly garris the second round from the fieet the three prin
ed the same pamphet, and promises to publish all the other candidates upon the Democratic
We have long been of the opinion that there with a perfect panic. The day after the fight oned and covered by 3 gun boats, besides strong cipal guns in the battery were dismounted.—
Government cannot succeed in this war; that the it as a communication in his paper. The ob State ticket is still better for an election than
the Seneca and two other gun boats proceeded
were men in the Cabinet, who favor the recog to Beaufort and found but one white man in land forces, which the rebels were concentra The engagement lusted five hours. During its
[Southern Confedcracy will probably be recognized ject of the writer is to convert the present war that of Mr. Ferguson.
continuence all our guns were dismounted.—
We have also gained several Senators, and nition of the Southern Confederacy, or, in other the place, and he was drunk. All the planta ting at Charleston and Savannah. It was deem Dispatches to the Charleston papers say that
<by the European powers, and that peace will be the into a crusade against Slavery. Old Abe
ed
proper
to
first
reduce
the
fort
on
Ililton
Head,
tions
up
the
river
seemed
to
be
deserted,
ex

enough members of the Assembly to render the words, were anxious to cut loose from the slave
result in sixty days.”
the batteries were badly worked, and that the
should send the fellow to Fort Lafavette.
by the negroes, who were seen in great though to do this a great or less fire would enemy’s firing was excellent. Total Confeder
political complexion of that body doubtful.
States. They used their influence to, and did cept
This statement has created intense excite
numbers, and who, as the boats passed, came have to be met from the batteries on Bay Point. ate loss one hundred.
defeat every measure of compromise last win down to the shore with bundles in their hands, At the same time our original plan of co-oper
ment at Washington, especially as the Inde
New Department.
The New York Elections.
ter, which would have prevented a dissolution as if they expected to betaken off'. They seized ation of the land forces in this attack had t® be
pendent has been chosen as the official organ of
By a recent order from the War Department,
The Tribune of the 11th, says that Mr. Wright,
set aside, in consequence of the loss during the Another Expedition Ready for Service.
all the letters in the Post Office.
the Administration in the City of New York.
New York, Nov. 11.
a new arrangement of Military Districts has the Democratic candidate for Canal Commis ot the Union and the war. They also believ
voyage, of the greater portion of our means of
After
the
capture
of
the
forts,
the
whole
ar

The Post says an expedition is prepared, if
The Washington Star states that the Admin been effected. The following are all the im sioner in-New York, is undoubtedly elected; ed that it was impossible to save the Union by my, about 15,000 men, were safely landed anil disembarkment, together with the fact that the
a war. Time will prove whether they were established on shore. The forts were but lit only point where the troops should have been not already sailed, which will seal the harbors
istration has sent an order to arrest the editor portant ones;
also, that late returns show the election of Mr.
right.
As the Independent was selected by Mr. tle injured, but the rebels could not stand the landed, was 5 or 6 miles from the anchoring of Savannah and Charleston against the exit
ef the New York Independent, and commit him
The Department of Kansas is to include the Jacob S. Freer, Derm, to the Senate from the
place of our transports; altogether too great a or entrance of any further Theodora or Nash
Fort Warren, for writing the paragraph State of Kansas, the Indian Territory, West tenth (Ulster and Greene) district, instead of Seward for the publication of the laws, there explosion of our big shells. The force of the distance for successful debarkation, with out ville ; also that a flotilla of thirty vessels is now
enemy,
as
ascertained
from
their
papers,
was
in this port, armed, manned, and ready to sail
quoted above. We can scarcely credit this re Arkansas, and the Territories of Nebraska, T. R. Westbrook, Union Dem., and tKc suc would appear to lie some grounds for this state 4000 men, under Gen. Dreyton, of South Caro limited means.
port, however, as the Independent is a leading Colorado, and Decotah, to be commanded by cess of John Gansen, Dem., instead of Hen ment.—-Statesman.
It was therefore agreed that the place should for the Gulf of Mexico. The vessels are pecu
lina.
liarly fitted by size, draught of water and arm
and influential Republican paper. If the edi Major General Hunter ; headquarters at Fort
Our victory is complete. The rebels left be reduced by the naval force atone. I was a
ry W. Rogers, Union Dem., in the thirty-first
tor was a Democrat, he would be “jugged”
Imprisoned for Speaking Disrespectfully everything but their lives, which they saved mere spectator of the combat, and it is not my ament for harassing the coasts of Louisiana
Leavenworth.
Alabama.
(Erie) district.
without a moment’s delay.
of the Administration.
by running. But four persons were found, and province to render any report of the action.— and
Only the companies garrisoning the fortifica
The Department of the Missouri is to include
There will doubtless be a large Union major
William Johnston, an engineer, was arrested two of them were wounded. All hands of the I deem it an imperative duty to say that the tions around Washington have been ordered to
MORE ABOUT FREMONT.
the States of Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wis ity in the Legislature, as the Abolitionist now by Policeman Walker, of the Seventh precinct, fleet are represented as acting in the most gal firing and manocuvering of our fleet against build log huts for winter quarters.
on charge of using disrespectful language re lant manner. The reporters weo accompanied that of the rebels aud their formidable land bat
consin, Illinois, Arkansas, and that portion of profess to be for the Union.
The new steamship Constitution has been
The official Report of Adjutant General Thom
garding President Lincoln's Administration.— the expedition from New York aro on the Bien teries was a monster piece of activity and pro chartered bv the Government.
Kentucky west of the Cumberland river, to be
fessional skill.
The prisoner was brought to the Essex Market ville with full details.
as, made at the special instance of Secretary
The Rebel Agents in Mexico.
After the works were reduced I took posses
Police Court, where he was condemned to ten
Baltimore, Nov. 13.
Cameron, which we publish on the first page commanded by Major General H. W. Halleck,
sion of them with the land forces. The work Another Fight in Kentucky—Rebels De
A gentleman occupying a high position in days’ confinement in the Tcombs.—N. Y. Her
From an officer just come up we gather the on Hilton Head was severely crippled and
feated Two Ohio Regiments Engaged
of this week’s Banner, will open the eyes of the U. S. A.
The Department of the Ohio, to consist of Mexico, has just arrived in Washington with ald, Oct. 18.
—A Glorious Victory.
following additional particulars: None of our many of the guns dismounted. Much slaugh
country in regard to the enormous frauds and
If.this rule is to be carried out we fear many vessels were sunk. The Pawnee lost 6 killed
important, information, which he has laid be
Maysville, Nov. 15.
ter had evidently been made there, many—
wholesale swindling practised in in Missouri, the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and that
Reports from Headquarters, dated the 13th
portion of Kentucky east of the Cumberland fore the gover nment, from the west coast of of our Republican editors will get into trouble. and 2 wounded and suffered more injury than bodies having been buried in the fort and some
under the Administration of Gen. Fremont.
As a specimen, we copy the following rich any other, but was not disabled. A round twenty or thirty found some half a mile dis inst., received this evening through reliable
Mexico and SonOra. It appears that the whole
The political friends and admirers of Fre river, and the State of Tennesse to be comman west coast is greatly excited at the contempla morsel'fron the Religious (?) Telescope, of Day- shot went through her ward room. The Wa- tant.
gentlemen who were at Piketon, say tlat our
ded
by
Brig.
Gen.
D.
C.
Buell
;
headquarters
baeh had her mainmast badly hurt with round
mont assert that Gen. Thomas gathered his
troyps attacked the rebels, l,0t)0 strong, who
Washington, Nov. 13.
ton,
Ohio:
ted
intervention
of
England,
France
and
Spain
shot. The Assistant Engineer of the Mohican
were posted on a hill, killing 85 or 90, and ta
facts from the enemies of Fremont, without at Louisville.
Adjutant-General
Thomas,
who
accompanied
The
Associated
Press
reporters
’
account
of
in
their
affairs,
and
they
have
applied
to
our
was badly wounded and the Chief killed.—
The Department of Western Virginia, to
king 50 prisoners. The rest scattered : Col.
giving the subject that labored investigation
the
recent
victory
and
movements
of
our
fleet
Secretary
Cameron
to
Missouri,
has
made
a
re

When
our
troops
took
possession
of
the
forts
government to know whether it will sustain
John S. Williams was the first man to run
which its importance demanded. As to the consist of that portion of Virginia included in them in their stand against the intrigues of port which stamps him as one of the weakest they found the flag flying on the fort on Hil is substantially the same as others, but given a away. Six of Col. Marshall’s men were killed
the
old
Department
of
the
Ohio,
to
be
com

few
more
particulars.
and
meanest
of
men.
The
long
cars
stick
out
ton
Head.
The
rebels
had
mined
the
works
truth of thia allegation we have no means of
Spain. The rebel agents are now very busy from almost every paragraph. It is evident and fixed the halyards of the flag, that when
The steamer Winfield Scott reached the ren and 15 wounded. His horse was shot under
determining; but if even one half the state manded by Brig. Gen. Rosecrans, U. S. A.
in that section of Mexico. They have, how that he hates Fremont intensely, but his malice the flag should be-drawn down the mine would dezvous on the evening of the 3d, with loss of him. Fifteen of Col. Fyffe’s men were wound
ments contained in the report are true, it would
ever, thus f ar found little sympathy, the peo is altogether out of proportion to his sense.— be sprung, The halyards sprunga mine in the masts and bow stove in. She threw over her ed but none killed. The above is reliable.
IS THIS “TREASON.”
ple nearly all favoring the cause of the federal A government which would pay the slighest attention house used by the officers, but did little damage three rifled cannon, all her freight, the mus
not only have been the disgrace but the ruin of
The Prince Napoleon on the War.
government.
This is also the case in all the to such a report, would condemn itself to eternal tn- and hurt noone. The magazine did not explode. kets andexuipmentsof her SOflmen, and every
The Mansfield Herald, a most decided Re States throughout
the country to have continued Fremont longer
In the Paris correspondence of the New
Mexico. The rebels, how famy.
A large quantity of powder was found; also thing but her rations, to keep her from sink York
Tunes, we find the following:
publican paper, has the following fling at the ever, holdout flattering promises, and offer to
in the service.
If the Administration did pay “the slightest a large amount of English ammunition and ing; and but for the lobor of the soldiers in
It is reported here that in the long report
The stories telegraphed from St. Louis in re Administration :
make any kind of treaties, and to aid them with
bailing, her fires would have been put out and
projectiles.
attention” to Gen. Thomas’s report, according
which Prince Napoleon has made to the Em-•
nothing then could have saved lieT.
New York, Nov. 13.
gard to the awful indignation that existed, in
The Administration is exhibiting unusual money.
to this moralf} and religious^!!} paper, it is con
The steamer Bienville went to her relief, peror and his Cabinet on American affairs, the
vigor
—
in
the
removal
of
military
commanders.
Fremont’s camp, upon hearing of his removal,
The
Tribune
’
s
special
from
Fort
Monroe
when her Chief Engineer, his assistants and Prince, while showing throughout a strong
Not satisfied with superceding Fremont, it has A Million of Men Wanted for the War. demned to “eternal infamy.”
says, the entire fleet formed in two grand lines thirteen seamen jumped aboard the Bienville, sympathy for the North and the cause of the
are now said to be pure fiction. The matter has also
The President is engaged upon his message
displaced Gen. W. T. Sherman, of the
for
the
fight
;
the
Wabash
led
and
the
Bien

been investigated by the Administration, and Department of the Cumberland. We are in to Congress. With a view to an economical
leaving the Scott to her fate. Their action Union, yet expresses the opinion that a subju
What Jeff Davis Said.
ville flanking the movement, which was in a nearly created a panic among the soldiers, who gation of the South is impossible, and that
it is claimed that no such state of feeling pre ignorance as to Gen. S.’s offence. As he never prosecution of the war, it is understood in the
The “Independent” money writer is respon circle, first delivering broadsides into Fort Beau gave up all for lost, but the Captain of the sooner or later the separation must be recog
vailed. outside the hand of California swindlers, bought any war materia! in Europe, and is not best informed circles, that an increase of the sible for the following:
regard on the noth-west, and as fieet came round, Scott put the Chief Engineer in irons arrd nized as final. We have no reason to believe
raking Fort Walker on the south-west. Both brought him and the recreant crew back, when that the Prince has made no such report as
who were gathered around the person of Fre charged with extravagence, or corruption, the volunteer army will be called for. We are now
A
Northern
gentleman
of
great
wealth,
well
public would like to know wherein he failed.—
mont. These rascals having been deprived of Adjutant-General Thomas’ letter, however may in a position, telegraphs Colonel Forney, to es known to us. went to Mr. Jeff. Davis, the Pres forts responded vigorously. The Pawnee and things went on better. Col. Clark, of the 5th this, and that the farthest he goes on the sub
Mohican got a ground and were considerably
the opportunity of cheating the Government, have some connection with the removal. The timate the strength of the force to be met in ident of the Southern Confederacy, and said : damaged. The rebel loss is supposed to 200. Pennsylvania Ragiment, 500 of whom were ject of the final issue of the struggle, is to ad
the possibility of the Southern Confedera
raised a terrible howl, and sent despatches all country would congratulate itself if the Gov the field, and to meet that force effectually, we “Mr. Davis, you and I are old friends. I am Gen. Drayton commanded at Fort Walker and abaard the Scott, describes the night as one of mit
horror. The gale was terrible and the vessel a cy maintaining itself.
a
quiet
man
;
I
do
not
wish
to
be
involved
in
ernment
would
remove
rebels
as
promptly.
over the country, giving a false coloring to the
Col. Elliott at Fort Beauregard.
mere shell. The Scott was taken in tow by the
The Editors of the Herald will have to be a will require a million of men. The rebellion these national troubles, and shall go to Europe.
The rebels retired across Scull Creek to a Vanderbilt, which had cut clear from the Great
state of facts that existed.
We clip the following front the Louis
You know I have a good deal of property at
has
hitherto
been
under-estimated
;
now
the
It lias also been assertained that the state little cautious or else they may be furnished veil has been removed; our work is presented the South, and 1 appeal to you to permit it to village twenty five miles in the interior, where Republic in the fiale.
ville
Journal,
on the removal of Gen Fremont:
it is supposed they intend making a stand.
The steamer Governor went down with 20
ment telegraphed by Fremont’s clackers in re with boarding at Fort Lafayette, in company before us; it is not of small magnitude, but it remain untouched.” Sir,” replied Mr. Davis,
It is indeed most unfortunate that there wras
The
negroes
had
already
began
to
ptllageand
men, the Pembina taking off all who could es a necessity for removing Fremont at this par
gard to his removal “just on the eve of a bat' with the Editor of the New York Independent. is not beyond our control. We are more than “it is true we are old friends, and I value your destroy Beaufort. The white population fied cape.
friendship; but I assure you that every dollar
ticular time right in the face of the enemy and
lie, right in sight of the enemy,” is all moon- Old Abe is now paying his particular respects equal to this duty ; our resources in men and of your property on which we can lay our to Charleston on a small steamer by the inside
The Seminole had five shots in her hull.— on the probable verge of a mighty and most
means are far niorq than equal to all that will
route.
sbinc. It is said Fremont had in his possession to the Abolitionists.
The
Wabash
had
her
machinery
disabled.
—
hands
shall,
as
the
property
ofa
Northern
man,
be required of us. If there is a deficiency in
eventful battle, yet, that the necessity existed,
Gen. Sherman has hundreds of negro la
the order of removal several days before it was
any one thing it is patriotism,the very element be confiscated to the uses of the State 1 There borers. There was a panic at Savannah, and Five of the twenty guns of the fort on Ililton we cannot doubt. Unquestionably Gen. Fre
What
has
Become
of
Holt
and
Johnson.
Head
were
dismounted.
There
were
1800
reb

are
about
eight
hundred
millions
belonging
to
announced publicly in his camp, and at the
which gained for us our liberty and our Gov
mont possessed some of the qualities of a great
it is believed its capture would be easy. It is
Ever since Judge Holt wrote that letter to ernment. Are we ready to acknowledge that Northern men within our reach, and we shall understood that Gen. Sherman will improve els on Hilton Head and 1500 on Bay Point.— commander, hut undeniable facts prove that he
time the enemy was from fifty to seventy-five milts
We
have
captured
55
cannon,
500
muskets
and
treat
it
all
in
the
same
way
!
”
We
do
not
pre

the President, (says the Lima Democrat,} de we have lost the patriotism of our fathers, or
is deplorably deficient in others. He was un
distant!
to give the exact words of the conversation, the defences of his position before niakipg any any quantity of ammunition. The road by qualified for his position, and it is a sad thing
nouncing Fremont’s emancipation proclama are we prepared to maintain and perpetuate tend
forward movement.
which
the
rebels
escaped
is
covered
with
rifled
but
this
was
its
purport.
These false statements telegraphed by the
that he was ever appointed to it. Had he been
In the forts was found a large supply of am muskets, knapsacks, <&c.
tion, he has been dropped ‘ like a hot potato’ those glorious principlesjof government which
friends of Fremont from Missouri, have caused
equal to his place, the glorious Lyon would
they by their blood and treasure purchased for
munition
and
stores
of
the
best
description.
—
by the Republican and Abolition presses and us, and bequeathed to us, en trust, as our inher
We
have
taken
at
least
2,500
blankets
and
Incredible Atrocity.
great indignation at Washington, and are look
Com. Dupont will immediately survey the har tents for 3,000 men. The rebel guns were all have been victorious, the gallant Mulligan
politicians, who, before that event, were lavish itance and as that of our children.
Under the head of “Putting Dead Yankees bor and place buoys and erect lights.
would have been saved, and the whole conflict
ed upon as an attempt to “ intimidate the Gov
32 pounders, four being rifled, cast this year in Missouri have been brought weeks ago to a
with their praise and adulation ; and some went
to New Use,” the Norfolk Day Book has the'
The
position
will
be
made
a
permanent
base
at Richmond. The others were from Norfolk, close. Gen. Lyon, if alive, would be worth an
ernment.” It is said that the writers of the
English Cant.
so far as to say they were ready to “swear by Joe
of operations.
following paragraph:
including an English gun captured in the last army at this time to the cause of the Union.dispatches are to he arrested for “ treason.”
Ten
years
ago
that
most
estimable
man
of
The
fleet
stood
within
700
and
1,000
feet
of
Holt.”
We have recently seen some candles which
war.
The Ohio State Journal, a Fremont-Abolition
the
forts,
using
five
second
fuses,
and
poured
Massachusetts,
William
Ware,
(now
deceas

we were told had been made from tallow and
The musket ammunition is English.
The same has been the case with Gov. John
shell
into
them
at
the
rate
of
2,000
per
hour.
—
paper, say s:
Recruits Wanted!
The Chief Engineerof the Susquehanna was
son, since his speech in Dayton in which he ed,) wrote a book about Europe, in which, J fat fried from dead Yankees who had been Not a single shell sent by the rebels burst in the
FOR
The telegraph informs us that there is “ in
killed.
while praising the English people for many slain in several of the battles which have tak ships.
declared
that
an
“
Abolitionist
is
as
much
of
GEN. ROBT. ANDERSON,
dignation” manifested at Washington on ac
en place between them and the Southerners.—
Thirty dead bodies have been found and more
good
traits,
he
denounced
the
national
habit
The
Wabash
was
struck
several
times
as
OF FORT SUMTER.
count of the use of dispatches by “ Fremont’s a Secessionist as any to be found in South Car
We don’t know whether our informant was jo
are being fouRd, having been hastily buried in
of cant, as shown in the gravest matters, thus: king or not, but certain it is the candles look was most of the fleet, hut every ship was in a the sand.
friends” to intimidiatethe Government!” Audit olina.”
is intimated that a certain gentleman connected
The Georgia troops ran first and the South
They lecture the world on the virtues and mean enough, and stink bad enough, to have fighting condition when the rebels took to their
What is the matter gentlemen—are Holt
heels.
Carolinians last. A German artillery company,
with the St. Louis Republican is to be arrested
duties of peace, but without scruple will let emanated from such a source.
TO complete the
The Surgeon of Fort Walker was killed.
who served the guns stayed till the last.
for such an overt act of treason as attempting and Johnson less patriotic now than they were loose the dogs of war whenever their cottons,
latk Regiment U. S. Army,
•
At
Charleston,
the
next
day,
thirteen
minute
to scare the UnitedStates Government! Now, before, or did they tell some unpaltable truths their woolens,, their iron or their opium are in
Fistiana.
guns were fired, indicating the burial ofa Brig
if the Government can be intimidated by such about you ?
This Regiment is the first of the new
terfered with. They are filled with a very vir
The admirers of pugilistic warfare will be in adier General.
Bishop Mcllvaine.
Regiments in the active service, part
means, better keep it secret, and let the “ cor
tuous indignation at the continued existence of terested in learning that a challenge has been
The
troops
hay
not
occupied
Beaufort
when
of
the Regiment being already under
respondent.” go at large ; if it cannot be so in
American slavery, although it was they who
This distinguished head of the Episcopal
Report Contradicted.
sent by Mace, the “Staleybridge Chicken,” the steamer left, being better engaged in
the leadership of the gallant
timidated, better let it be known by not arrest
Church in Ohio, it is said, is about to sail for
The St. Louis papers contradict the report planted it here, and that too against our most who at present claims to be the “Champion of strengthening their position. HERO OF FORT SUMTER!
ing the “correspondent.” So that in either
earnest remonstraaces, while, at the same time,
Recruits can rely upon kind, experienced officers,
Washington, Nov. 13.—Capt. Steadman ar England, as an agent of the Government, to
case the Government had better not go fishing that Ex-General Fremont was about to set they swallow without difficulty the slavery of England,” to John C. Ileenan, to have a fight
drill them.
himself up as dictator in the West, and carry 150,000,000 of Hindoos; they give suppers and in Canada. As Ileenan will be certain to take rived here at noon to-day bringing official dis protest against the recognition of the Southern to Uniforms,
for gudgeons in such shallow water.
both dress and fatigue, good rifles and
patches of the naval expedition. He is also
Such language as this might be expected from on a sort of independent war, without authori breakfasts on Sundays, whereby armies of ser up the glove, another brutal fisticuff may be bearer of two rebel flags one Palmetto flag and Confederacy by the Government of Great Brift equipments, furnished immediately after their arrival
vants are detained in personal attendance on
at Newport Barracks, Kentucky.
the Journal—a paper that only a few months ty from Washington.
the American flag, first hoisted in South Caro ain. Archbishop Hughes and Thurlow Weed
For information apply to
their masters throughout the day, and for a looked for to come off shortly.
lina
over
Fort
Walker.
have
gone
on
like
missions.
P. A. CONKLIN, Sergeant,
since boldly advocated a dissolution of the
pretense stop the Sunday mail, that all the va
More About the Pikeville Battle.
Comer
of Main and Gambier streets, over the store of
Capt.
Steadman
reports
that
the
captured
The Blairs and Fremont.
Union! Mr. Lincoln should keep a close watch
rious
operatives
connected
therewith
may
go
to
George M. Fay.__________________ Nov 12-2t
Maysville, Nov, 12.
are magnificent, with covered ways and
church and say their prayers- They are sadly
The Blairs have succeeded in effecting the forts
Tlie Busy B’s.
upon these treasonable Abolitionists, who are
bomb-proof, and that all troops had to do was
Reports from headquarters, dated the 13th pained that the American should love the dol
Administrator’s Notice.
OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has
doing everything in their power to ruin the inst., received this evening through reliable lar so well—the only difference being that their removal of Fremont. So far very good. Now, to occupy them. They can be held against
The Cincinnati Enquirer directs attention to
,
been
duly appointed and qualified by the Pro
any
opposing
force.
Among
the
most
efficient
if
Fremont
could
manage
to
secure
the
remov

country, and convert the present war into a gentlemen who were at Pikeville, say that our love of the pound is the same, only five times
vessels were found to be the new gunboats, and the name of Bull’s Bay as the destination ofthe bate Court within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Ad
troops
attacked
the
rebels,
1,000
strong
who
al
of
the
two
Blairs,
a
shout
of
joy
would
be
as
much.
mare Abolition raid against slavery.
of which the Navy Department had 23 con fleet, and thinks it is notan encouraging omen, ministrator on the estate of Daniel Grubb, deceased.
were posted on a hill, killing 85 to 90 and ta
So much for English cant.
heard all over the land. Two greater political structed expressly for such purposes, and their as the war is full of stinging B’s. There was All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
king
50
prisoners.
The
rest
scattered.
Col.
Candidates who are indebted to us for
humbugs are not to be found in the country, success, both in the gale and under the fire, Big Bethel, Bull Run, Ball’s Bluff, and now we make immediate payment to the undersigned, and all
John S. Williams was the first man to run
persons holding claims against said estate are notifi
Lieut. Urquhart, of Harrison county,
was perfect.
printing tickets, will oblige us by paying up
, . , , away. Six of Col. Marshall’s men were killed is raising a company, which he expects to have than Frank and Montgomery Blair.
are to have Bull Bay. It asks, could not some ed to present them legally proven for settlement with
Commander Drayton, of the Pocahontas, is
in one vear from this date.
We have several accounts of this kind which i dncj jg wouuded. His horse was shot under
ready to leave Cadiz on the 20th, for Camp
JOnN WHITFORD,
Read Professor Wood’s advertisement the brother of Gen. Drayton, who commanded some other equally as accessible and advanta
t „vo fippn standing on our books for some I him. Fifteen of Col. Fiffe’e men were woundNov 12-3w*
Administrator do bonis non.
Andrews, near this city.
in anoteer columnthe rebel forte. Capt. Steadman, who brings geous landing place have been found ?
j ed, but none killed. The above is reliable.

SPEECH OP GEN. MORGAN.

THE LATE ELECTIONS.

A Glorious Success ’

Foil Details of the Fight and
Victory!

500 RECRUITS WAKED!

N‘

years.

They should be cancelled,

HE BANNER.
»UNT VERNON,............................ NOV. 19, 1861.

ornt

Affairs.

Festival for the Volunteers.
The Ladies Soldier’s Aid Society gave a
md Festival at Woodward Hall on Friday
suing last, for thfi benefit of the Volunteersi
re Hall was crowded with our citizens, incluig the soldiers in Camp Andrews and the renits now in the city, who attended as invited
.eats of tne ladies.
The proceedings of the evening were highly
teresting, composed chiefly of vocal and inrumental music. The most pleasing feature
tha occasion was the appearance of thirtydr beautiful little misses, representing the 34
ates of the Union, all’dressed in white, and
Icorated with red, white and blue ribbons, each
Aiding in her hand a small flag. They marchand countermarched through a hollow
uare in the centre of the Hall, singinganapopriate piece. They then took a stand upon
e stage, where they sang all the patriotic airs
our country. Each peice was responded to
-Y^^rs. Kirk, Fredericks and Johnson, on
e blanch horn, tenor and base drums. A
imber of Quartette were performed by Messrs,
eardsley and Singer, Miss Ellen True and
‘rs. D. Iluntsberry. Mr. Grebe presided at
,e Piano.
The exercises were concluded by an excellent
ipper, prepared expressed by the whole-souled
.dies Of our city, to which all present did am'.e justice. Altogether, it was one of the most
lieresting, profitable and satisfactory festivals
rer given in Mt. Vernon. It gave unbounded
.tisfaction.
Two Soldiers Drowned.
'By a letter from Capt. II. B. Banning, we
sarn that Douglas Worley and Thomas Mciwen of this county, were drownea in the Po>mac, near Piedmont, on Saturday, Nov. 2d.
hey had been employed as teamsters and had
me to New Creek, 35 miles from Romney, for
supply of clothing. While waiting for the
>ods, Worley, McEwen and George Brophy,
rent to Piedmont on horse baek. They attempto cross the river in aboat, which, becoming
nmanageablc, owing to a flood, they failed to
sach the opposite shore. Worley went to the
ottom. McEwen got on a stone pile, at an
Id bridge, but as the water was rising rapidly,
hid it being impossible to send relief to him, he
ras
remaining there five hours.
3rophy got on a small island in the river,
vhere he was compelled to stay for 48 hours,
vithout anything to «at but turnips, while the
mgry waters raged around him. He was findly rescued. McEwen’s body was found, and
ras buried with military honors. Although
iiligent search was made, Worley’s body was
ot found.

Old Richland Never Tirea
Attack upon the President.
Our county looms up gloriously in the cause
It is asserted President Lincoln said that Mr.
of the Union. Besides the troops already sent Raymond, of the New York Times, ought to be
to the war, she furnishes the following com- hanged, because of his disregard of the request
patties for Sherman’s brigade.
' of the Government, as to the publication of
Capt. Mcllvaine, of Mansfield.
■ facts concerning the departure of the naval ex
Capt. Gass, of Mansfield.
pedition. To which the Times replies:
Capt. Anderson, of Lexington.
j Mr. Lincoln doesn’t believe in hanging. He
Capt. Lord, of Shelby.
! hasn’t hung one of the spies that infest every
Capt. Austin, of Plymouth.
I Department in Washington, every camp in the
Capt. McFall’s Cavalry, of Mansfield.
and pretty nearly every room in the
Lieut. McElroy’s section of Artillery, (140
White
men) of Mansfield.
Wh’r House. He hasn’t shown any eager
ness to hang the man, or woman, as the case
We also learn that parties are engaged get may be, who reports to Richmond regularly
ting up an Irish company to go into Col. Cant the substance of every thing at every Cabinet
well’s 82 Regiment, at Kenton. Manfiqd Her meeting; nor has he even taken measures to
etop the regular transmission through Wash
ald.
ington of letters designed for the headquarters
of the rebel army, or the Capital of the rebel
Sherman’s Brigade.
We are pleased to report the most satisfac Government.
The man who betrayed McClellan’s plan of
tory progress in the organization of this force. advance from Lewinville ; the man who sur
The number ofmen actually enlisted and sworn rendered the Norfolk Navy-yard to the rebels;
the man prevented, by false information or
in on Wednesday was as follows:
otherwise, the dislodgnent of the batteries built
64th Rngiment..................................... 769
to blockade the Potbmac; the man or men
65th Regiment.............................................. 707
who sneaked like cowards away from the reb
. Cavalry.................................................. 137
el “turtle” below New Orleans; the man or
Artillery................................................. 100
met who sent 1,000 men across a deep, broad
1,713 and rapid river to meet 5,000, with an old scow
Over 1,000 men are now in Camp Bucking and two skiffs to bring them back; all these
persons are still in the enjoyment of excellent
ham, and others are arriving as fast as pro health, and not the slightest threat of “hang
vision can be made for their reception. If the ing” them, or even asking them any qnestionss
proper number of tents, camp equippagc, &c., has escaped the President’s lips. He is not
were here, the full force would, doubtless, be in likely, therefore to inaugurate a new hanging
policy by selecting a newspaper editor who pub
camp before the end of another week.—Mans lishes, with the full concurrence of the author
field Herald.
ities, a report of the departure and composition
of an expedition which every man of ordinary
A Fin© Serenade.
eyeslight has known all about for a month.
The Editor and his family return their sin
cere thanks to Messrs. Kirk, Fredericks and
For great bargains,
£ssT In Ready-made Clothing,
Johnson, for a fine Serenade one evening last
Go to Buschman's,
week. The performance was most admirable.
Kenyon House.
Long life and prosperity to our worthy young
friends.
Death of a Witness.
Christian Martin, who was the principal
witnes in the prosecution against various citi
zens of Marion county, who, it was alledged,
belonged to the “Knights of the Golden Cir
cle,” has died; and another leading witness
having abscornded, the prosecutions have been
dropped. Had Martin lived, he would have
been indictea foi pergji.ry. .
Tax Paying Season.

The time for making the semi-annual pay
ment of taxes has come around, and the Trea
surer’s office is daily filled with those who are
paying their “county rentJ’J^Aa might be .ex
pected the taxes ar-s somewhat higher than
usual.
We hope our ft-ionds while paying their tax
es, will not forget the old Banner.
Success in Business.

Nbcraloia can bo permanently cured by
“Dr. Leland's Anti Rheumatic Band.” See adver
tisement of “Groat Cure,” in another column.

Mexican Mustang Eirainxent.
Intrinsic virtue alone could insure the success
which this article has attained. For Rheumatism,
Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Stiff Joints, or Galls,
Sprains, Poll Evil, and Swellings upon Horses, it has
no equal. No person will be without it who has onco
tested its value. Mr. John Daniels, of Montgomery,
Ala., sold a negro for $800, raised from uselessness
by the Mustang Liniment. L. W. White, Esq., Ridgfield, Conn., says:—“I can cheerfully say no article
ever before effected such cures in our vicinity.” Mr.
S. Litch, Hyde Park, Vt., writes:—Tho horse was
considered worthless, (his case was spavin,) but since
the free use of tho Mustang Liniment, I have sold
him for $150:” Such fact are reaching us daily. It
should be in every house and stable. But be sure
you get the genuine; it has been counterfeited by un
scrupulous parties in St. Louis. Each wrapper will
hereafter bear the signature of D. S. Barnes, Proprie
tor, and G. W. Westbrook, Chomist, with the protec
tive words, “ Trade” “ Mark” in two Medallions of
the Federal currency. The genuine is sold by respec
table dealers everywhere.
D. S. BARNES,
Oct 12-lm
New York.

legal Notice-

Don’t Delay to Purify the Eoiod.

THE PENNSYLVANIA

Tho State of Ohio, Knox county, ss.
Oon.tatra-1 Xl.^,AJLyog»,c3IN COURT OB’ COtIMON PLEAS
i86i
Robert McLoud, Plaintiff/
Civil Action.
vs.
,
Is a Frst Class Road in all respects,
Attachment.
Daniel II. Darby, Defendant
ALIEL II pARBY, a non-resident of tho State
of Ohio, and whose place of residence is un— Three Daily Trains,—
1 known, will take notice that R^ert McLoud of the ; ( IFGA Connections from all Points ll’est,)
County of Knox, Ohio, did, on the 34th day of Octo- From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELFH A
her, A. D. 1861, file in tho Court of Common 1 icas ,
All Connecting Direct To New York,
of said county, a transcript of the proooodmgs ml
Morning Mall, Afternoon Fast
Attachment had before William Walter, a justice of;
KJne, Ylgh! Express.
the peace within and for the towns ip o
nion, n ,
One train Daily from
said county, to attach tho lands, tenements, Ac., of,
Pittsburg To Now York,
tho SRid Daniel II. Darby, and also did, on the same
430 Miles,
day, filo hir potitlon in said court against the said
Without Change of Cars.
Dauiel II. Darby, setting forth that the Daniel II.
Via Allenstown and Easton,
Darby is indebted to tho said Robert McLoud on a
With Direct Connections from Western Cities,*’
certain noto of hand, or due hill, in the sum of fif
Arriving Hours
teen dollars and fiftv-four cents, with interest thoreon from the 3d dky’of September, 1854, with a credit
In Advance Of Other Routes,
of fivo dollars indorsed thereon, as of October 10th,
IX TIMB FOR BOSTON
1854, amount now due J 15,13, and praying for judg
By Rail or Boat Line*.
ment theroon; and the said Daniel II. Darby is noti
fied that he is reqnirod to appear and answer or de Express Train Runs Daily—Others
mur to said petition, on or before the third Saturday
Sundays Excepted.
after the 10th day of December, 1861, or tho same
will be taken as oonfessed against him, and judg NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York
rnont rendered accordingly.
Tickets good on any line or Train. Now York
ROBERT MoLOUD,
or Boston Tickets via Pittsburg good
Cct 29w6-5.25 By D. C. Montgomery, his Atty.
VIA PHILADELPHIA Oil ALLENTOWN. ’

Walk 28*5 iWales Boufole Track

D

BOO TSflNlPSHOES?
BSome Made Work.
CHARLES WEBER,

Rout Tickets to Boston Good via any of
the Boat Lines.

Jfat» Street, East tide, nearly opposite Lybrand

Two Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Balti
more and Washington.

House.
E hoop on hand and for sale, an assortment *^aooaoR Checked Through;-Ail Trans
of ready made custom work of all kinds, of
fers Fi ee.
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
paid to measure Work. Gents flue and eourse seivod
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Moroeco,
Pare Always As Dow As Any Other Houle.
Calf and Klp’Shoes, sewed and pogged, mado to or
der on short notice.
Buy TIcRets Via Pittsburg.

W

Repairing Promptly nud Neatly Done.

Persons wantiug work of first quality, both stook
and workmanship, will do well to call. Tho best of
French and Spanish upper Leather* used.
Remember the place.
sept 10.

Ticket# for aalo at all Main Offices.

FREIGHTS.

DR.

WR AVERTS

CANKER & SALT RHEUM

MANUFACTURERS

%

PREfcLWTs

S Y R U P.

JUVENILE BOOKS,
A iUtrcc and FrcGy

For the cure of Canker, Salt Rheum, Ervsinelas
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions,' Sore
Eyes, and every kind of Diseaso hrisin-.
UxNTEARABLE PICT URE EOOKS'l '
from an impure state of the Blood. “
;
The most effective Blood Purif.A of the 13l,k Centur>p 1
T is the Prescription of *h Educated Physieian, 1
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
and all who are afflicted with any of tl.e above
named diseases, should use it without delay. It will !
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
drive the diseaso frem the system, and when once '
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. W uaVeh’s !
TRANS PA REN T SLATE«|

I

CERATE, OR OIXTIMEKT,

and you have a permanent cure.
THE CERATE baa proved itself to he the best 1
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has j
never been known to fail of effecting a peimanent
oure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Neald
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber's Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pirn I
pies on the face. And for Sore Niplit and Sore Eyes, j
tho Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It ;
should bo kept In- the house of every family.
Read tho following letter from the most reliable!
authority, and any person desiring further evidonce
of the cure will get by addressing a fow lines to Mr. !
Parker:—
Eau Claire, Eau Claire Co., Wia,, Oct. 1, 1881. i
Messers. J. N. Harris A Co.-—Gentlemen: Your ;
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our |
place, casually heard of a most offeotual euro of an j
obstinate ease of salt rheum in a memhor of my fam- ;
ily, having politoly roquested tho facts of the oase, I ‘
most oheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and |
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and '
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the ’
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one ;
of whom bad traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis-J
ease remained, and would break out occasionally, I
with the most virulent typo, until he arrived at the
at the ago of fourteen years, when my eye providen
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I at
onoe procured one bottle, which on trial so encour
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerats,
and the result is that my son now is and has been ef
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last
throe and a half years. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
I
Directions accompany each Botlh. Sold by most
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
For tho Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for tho above Medinee may be
addressed.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippiti, Mt.
Vernon: James Blanchard, 3ft. Vernon; R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Davtou, Martinsburg; Montague A
Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. .Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp. Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus.
.May ll-mfl

By this Route Freights of all description* can be
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York,
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on the
WISH it distinctly understood we have no con Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
nection with any other house in tho city, having Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
purchased of Mr. J. George tho stock and paid him The Pennsylvania RallRoad also connects at Pitt*
for it, he holds no interest in tbe Old Corner, not burgh with Steamers, by which Good* oan be forwareven as a oreditor. Wo have his documents to prove dod to any port ou the Ohio, Muskingum, Kentuoky
the same.
feb. 26,’61.
G. M.FAY.” Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wlsoansin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas,andRed.Rivers;
Custom Work.
and at Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steam
p ARTICULAR attention paid to inar.ufaoturi
ers to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
Moasured work and repairing done on the sh
Merohants and Shippers entrusting the transpor
test notice.
[may 14]
MORTON A SAPP
tation of their Freight to this Company, can roly
with confidence on its speedy transit.
The Bates of Breight. to any point in the Westby
the Pennsylvania Rail Rond are at nil times as fa
vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
Be particular to mark packages-‘via Penna. R. R.”
E. J. SNB8DBR, Philadelphia.
Household Itemed)’—Everjbody keep#
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street.Baltimore.
LEECH
A
CO.,
No.
2
Astor
Iloaso,
or
No.
IS.
Wm.
k'lD
St. N. Y.
PERRY DAVIS’
LEECH A CO.. No. 54 Kilby Street. Boston.
VEGETABLE
II. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phil.
L. L. HOUPT, Gon’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia.
Esocs Latvia, Gen’l Supt., Altoona, Pa. aug. 21.
TIIE GREAT

I

HOLIDAY

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

BOXES OF PAINTS,
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,
BACKGAMMON BOARDS,

PORTFOLIOS,

TORTZMONAl’G;
PUR3B&.
SCAP BOOKS,
ALBUMS,

ENGLISH POETS,
In Antiijue-inur-ccd Blue end Cole.

POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
In Fine Biindiag}

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
A Good AsrtofifiShl

WiilTK’S
D<-o. 11,1860.

GREAT CURE!
OR. LELANO’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,
13 THE ONLY UEMELY KNOWN FOR

RHEUA1AT13M, GOUT AND NEURALGIA
ASD A SURE OURE FOR
Ail IHercuriai Diseases.

—----T Is a aonyenlently arranged Band, aeata’nitBg
medieatc.il oompounu, to bo worn sroupd th»
Waist, without injury to the most delisato persow
no chango in habits oflivir g is required, and it en«.
tirely removes the disease from the system, withfeal
producing tlm injurious effect* arising from the um
of powerful internal meHibipes which weaken and(,
destroy the constitution, and give tenqmrary relief
it. ouly. By this treatment, the medicinal propertlea
contained iu the Band, ec-me in eontaot with blood
and reaches the disease through tho pores of the »ki«G
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and rw
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.-—
This band is also a most powerful AnTi-MsRCURiAti
agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the
pernicicmt, effeot of Mercury. Muderate cases ar»
cured in a few days, and we are oonstanly reeetvinfb
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated eases eJ
long standing.
Price $2,00,,'to be had of Drnggietsger.4ra!ly, or eaa
fiTAKEN iulernally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs, be ssnt by mail or express, with full directions for
| <lo., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing use to any part of the oouDtry, direct from the Prin
Sore Mouth, Canker, Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or cipal office.
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in tha Stomach, Bowe)
No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic,Chok-ia, Diarrhcoe. aud G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietor!)
Dysentery.
If. B.—Descriptive Circulars gent Free.
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils nnd Old
Agents Wanted Everywhere -Bat
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
For sale bv James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Chia
Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet
Mavl4, 1861___________ - - ,
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains,
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
GROVER «S* BABER, STILL AHEAD!
matism.
It is a Bare cure for Ague, Chiils and Keyer.
I
For Soro Throat, tho Pain Killer used, mixed withl
water, as a gargle, will cure) and it is used with great •
success in Diptheria.

I

PAIN KILLER,

PUK5FY THE BLOOD!
No. 5 WATER STREET,
(.7BAXKLIX BUILDIMG8)
OKOKC-S 1- DI TIB, ;
n. r. raixcTTO.

MOFFAT'S

Vegetable Life Pills
-- AMD-Phoenix Bittera.

GLSVSLASD, 0.

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE

rpilli high aud envied celebrity whilst these preJL eminent Medicines hare acquired for their in
valuable efficacy in all the Diseases which they pro
Something
for
ISte
Times!
I!
Davis’ Pain Killer.—This article needs no com
NECESSITY IN EVEBY HOUSEHOLD! .' fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf
ments from us, but the real worth of so valuable a
fing not only unnecessary, but unworthy of them.
compound compels us to give publicity to it in our
IN ALL CASES
Transcript. Mr. Perry Davis, the manufacturer and
of Asthma, Acntc and Chronio Rheumatism, Affec
inventor, is a gentleman for whom we entertain the
tions of the Bladder and Kidneys.
The Strongest Glue in the World
highest pospoct, and any article he should offer to the
BILLIOUS FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS,
Eor Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory,
public we should have the highest confidence in. Tho
In tho South and West, where these diseases pre
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
Pain Killer wo keep constantly at hand, and have
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far
Body's Eady Book.
Bone, Coral, ff’c., tfc., tfcc,,
done so for a number of yours, and have administered
mers and others, who once use these Medicines, will
This popular and favorite Magazine for Deit for ails of all descriptions, both external and inter The only article of the kind every pro never afterwards be without- them.
The Pain RSller
nal, and have ever found it to he the best remedy ex
■ember is on our table. It’s fashion plate for
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, UOOSNESS, BiLES,
duced which will withstand water.
taken internally, should be adulterated with milk or
tant. Wo well recollect its first introduction for pub
COSTIVENESS, COLDS AND COUGHS,
)ecember is a gorgeous one.
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a
lic patronage, it was then sold in a few shops in the
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS,
EXTRACTS.
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will bo more effec
city. Look at now—the world are its patrons. A
Gody’s Prospectus for 1862 is a good one.—
DROPSIES.
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of John*
tive than anything else.
few days since we published a certificate from Bur- A Crosley’s American Comont Glue.”—N. Y. Times.
DvspnrgiA
—
No
person
with
this
distressing
dis
Le offers 1200 pages reading matter, 24 pages
See Printed Directions, which aaeompany each bottle.
mah, and we have often seen them from the most re
“ It is so convenient to have in the house.”—N. I. ease, should delay using those Medicines immedi
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
>fmusic, 12 colored steel plate fashion plates,
mote habitable regions of the globe.
ately.
E.rpress.
lowed
to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed
Reader, ifyou have not a supply on hand (we trust
Eruptions of tho Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
“ It is always ready ; this commends it to every
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tho history of medical preparation*. Its instanta
you have, as it is almost indispensable,) procure it at
Fever ash Ague.—For this scourge of tho Wes
body.
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LV.
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Independent.
neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction
>y the best authors of America. These things
once, and never be without it again—it will save ma
‘ We have tried it, and find it as useful in our tern country, these Medicines will be found a safe, bf PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the
It will Well Pay
ny a physicians bill.—Providence Daily Transcript.
spoedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave
zill be given at the following terms, cash in ad
house as wator.”—Wilkes Spirit of the Times.
Any one who has a taste for the beautiful in A RT
Sold by James Blanchard.
the system subject to a return of the disease; acure human family, and the unsolicited written and ver- (
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bal testimony of the masses in its favor, ^hare been
by those medicines is permanent
or the useful in SCIENCE, to send twenty-five
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Doaler*.
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and aro it* own best advertlsmeht.
One copy one year; $3. Two copies one year,
Try
thorn.
Be
satisfied,
and
be
cured.
THRMS CASH.
Grover ,k Baker Sewing Machine, for f 40 !! !
What stronger proof of those foots can be produced
cents in stamps to the IRON CITY COLLEGE icine ever used for Spring and Summer Complaints.
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For
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and
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The only Company that manufactures the two vari
F5, Three copies one year, §6. Four copies
than tho following letter, received unsolicited, from
has been more liberally patronized than any ether
of Pittsburg, Pa. now the most distinguished It
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ever established in this country. It is the Richard
one year, $7.
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ward
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Shuttle Stich! Victory after Victory ! ! I
Commercial School in the Union, for specimens son’s Bitters which has restored so many invalids to
Newark, N. J. June flth, 1S60.
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Five copies one year, and an extra copy to
(Sole Manufacturers,)
Intelligenoe reaches us from all parts of the
Messers. Perry Davis A Son—Gentlemen:—Allow
of their magnificent Penmanship, the beautiful health throughout the North-western States, during
dice, Lose of Appetite.
78 WILLIAM STREET,
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and all other Competing Machines.
Van Wert, 0., July 26, I85S.
entirely all tho effects ef Mercury, infinately sooner for your Pain Killer. I have used it In my family
Eight copies one year, and an extra copy to
The Prinoe of Wales selected Grover A Bakea
July 9-1 y.
M. A A.
Dear Sir—Having sold “ Dr. Richardson’s Sherry
these several years, and found it all it olaims to be.
large Catalogue. Try it, and see if it does not
than
the
mast
powerful
preparation
of
Sarsaparilla.
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them*
Wine Bitters” for the last two years, I most respect
the person sending the club, $15.
WASTED,
NIGHT SWEATo, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS ef For Rheumatism, Cough* Golds, Burns Cholera ten and all well regulated families have, or should have
pay.
fully recommend it to the notice of dyspeptic persons,
dencies and difficulties, as well as diseases generally
COOK in a small family, to do oooking alone.
Eleven copies one year, and an extra copy to
all
kinds,
ORGANIC
AFFECTIONS.
one, because they make less noise, are more simple/
and all persons who require a stimulating medicine.
Apply to Professor Wharton, Gambier.
Pilkh.—The original proptiotor of these Medi that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as run with greator speed, andless friction,consequent
the person sending the club, $20.
The Road to Wealth.
D. K. GALLAIIERS, M. D.
Nov. 5, 2t.
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Dr. Franklin wrote, many years ago, that
Treasury Notes and Notes of all solvent banks
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; also make tho most beautiful and elastic stieh •»
Old EstafolisSied ESospitaS,
PAINS In the Head, side, bask, Joints and Or family medicine; nnd find its use in ordinary cases I scam, which is fastened when It leaves-the Machine,
“ The way to wealth, ifyou desire it, is as plain
taken at par.
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Be careful and pap the postage on your letter. as the way to market. It depends chiefly upon
RnBiittATisM.—Those affected with this terrible ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally A word to the wise is sufficient. Calland get «trs»4
ly used by Livery Stable Keepers and Farmers, and
two words, Industry and Frugality; that is, with one accord they say that for many diseases in
Quick Cures anti Low Prices.
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L. A. GODEY,
disease, will bo sure of relief by the Life ^edieincs favorable. Many clergymen havo spoken of it in the lar and examine for yourselves.
Rush of Blood io the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum highest terms as a fondly niedicinoe. Missionaries
We are pretty familiar with the merits of the laad.
323 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa waste neither Time nor Money, but make the animals the)’ have never found its equal.
in repeated instances have said to me in person and
Twenty Thousand Patients Cured Annually. Swellings.
best use of both. The old Philisopher was
On horses, two or three applications will euro the
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Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst forms, Ulcers in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by for the A Baker.— Ohio farmer.
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right,
undoubtedly.
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Camp Dennison.
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appointed to the command of the California
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cured by this Cerato.
31st Regiment, Col. Matthew's......................... 977men.
Late
Editor
Christian
Chronic!*.
Brigade, recently under the command of Gen.
PURIFY' THE BLOOD,
this particular branch ot
Sold by medicine dealers generally.
41st Regiment, Col. Hazen, about................. 950 “
practice, enahlo* him to per And thus remove all disease from the system.
Baker, who was killed near Leesburg. As the
19th Regiment, Col. Beatty, about.............. 1,000 “
Beware Of All Iniitatioua !
Prepared and sold by
following i« an extract from a loiter written
form cures such as nr^other
62d Regiment, Col. Sargeant, about.............. 500 “
Tho Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggist*
Crisis well remarks: “lie is a fine officer, high by the Rov. J. S. Ilolmeg, pastor of the Pierrepoint
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
Physioian oan, and his facil
48th Regiment, Col. Sullivan, about.............. 700 “
3S5 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y. throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
ities are such (being in cor
ly esteemed by bis friends, and takes his new Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “jour
54th Regiment, Col. Smith, about................... 700 “
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For sale by all Druggists,
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1st Artillery Col. Barnett, (5 batteries,)'...... 7U0 “
WISsIsIAW BEAUS,
position as a soldier and not as a politician.— umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs ominet Physician* in the Old World), for obtaining
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
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Cue Company, 7th Cavalry............................. 100 “
himself on the
Cincinnati, Ohio.
“ We see an advertisement in your columDSof Mrs. eases, offer inducements to tho unfortunate, of a
to puff him into a fictitious importance.”
STRKET, ONB DCb*
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, EAST STDE OP
WihsloW’s Soothing Syrup. Now we no never said quick aad rapid cure, to bo obtained at no ether offl
Total............................................................... 6,717
eouTn of lippitt’s drug store,
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a
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medicine
before
in
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oe
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N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Fred and nearly opposite the KBNYON HOUSE, trust*
The Statesman states that workmen are busily
The Zanesville Courier declares that the life, but wo feel compelled to say to your readers
AMERICA.
ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, bi* friend* aud the public generally, will not fall w
engaged in constructing winter quarters for the telegraphic despatch sent from that City sta that this is no humbug—we have had it, and know
Tn Syphilis, Gonorrhes Gleet, Stricture, Enlarge
ftnd him and his new location, with a good stoat
Danville.
May ll-6m
it
to
be
all
it
claims.
It
is
probably
one
of
tho
most
ment
of
tho
Testicles,
and
Spermatic
Cords,
Bubo,
troops. Ten large buildings, intended to ac ting that President Lincoln had been burnt in
successful medicines of the day, because it is one of Ulcerated Throat, Sore Nose, Tender Shin Bones,
Spring and Summer Remedy.
commodate one hundred men each, are now effigy, was not true; and that no such occur the best. And those of your readers who have ba Cutaneous Eruptions, Biles, Uloers, Abscesses, and
AT CASH PBICr.S.
Good for the Stomach.
all other impurities of the system, are perfectly un
completed, and it is expected that within the rence took place in that City. The operator bies oan’tdo bolter than to lay in a supply.”
In Goode, Prices and Attention, he shall aim ta p!«a#«
der the oontrol of the Doctor’s medicines and have
and merit a eharo of tho phblio patfonagt
next fortnight twenty more of the same kind at Zanesville says the dispatch was handed in
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
Mr*. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark (0.) been tested in more than
April 23, 1861.
’
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
will be finished. These quarters are each one by two responsible men, but he refuses to dis Times, writes in ker paper of Janaary 29, 1859, as
20,000 Cases Annually with Immense
iIH.
Vernon
Female
Seminary
follows
:
Success.
hundred feet fong by twenty five wide, are well
,'IIW
The Celebrated New England Remedy
We know that Dr. Roback's Scandinavian Reme
E hereby annouDse a new arrangement in tha
close their names.
Yroung men, who, by indulging in Secret
FOR
lighted, well ventillated and very comfortable.
Boarding Department of the Institution.—
dies are all they claim to bo. The Dr. presented us Habits, have contracted that soul-subduing—mind
H AB IT U AU C O N ST T PATIO N,
Young ladies boarding in tho family will aid ta
a few bottles of liis Scandinavian Blood Purifier prostrating—body destroying vice, one which fils
Three stoves are to be placed in each building.
Died—On Tuesday, November 5th, at his with
Janndics, Fever nu<S Ague,
Debility some extent in the domestic work of the fondly.
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put our Lunatic Asylums, and crowd* to repletion the
mid
nil
I>ise«»»ci»arising
irons
a
Disorder
UNION
HALL
Tho portion of time allotted to each pupil will not
residence in Liberty township, Knox county, new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and wards of our Hospitals, should apply to the Doctor
ed 9ttoiuneb, k.iver, or Kotvela,
Off for tit© War.
tho system in a better condition than stimulants without delay.
UB1HEY are used and recommended by leading exceed half an hour per day. Instead of retarding
Ohio, Mr. William Myers, aged 68 years.— leave
it
will rather facilitate their progress in study. by
JL Physicians of the country, and all who try them
The McConnelsville Enquirer has the follow The deceased was for 58 years a resident of this usually do, and have no depressing effect. We feel
It* invigorating Influence; and largely lessen tha
safe in reoommending the Blood Purifier to all suf
Dr.
Teller's
Great
Work.
pronounce them ihvaluable.
ing :
Du. JAME.S L. LEEPERR, writes from Navarre) expense. We propose to furnish Boarding (fuel in
county ; was a good neighbor; a kind hus fering from debility, be the cause what it may, the
Private Medical Treatise, and Domestic Mid
Pills havo this peculiarity, they are powerfully aoA. AY. McCormick, formerly editor of the band and parent, and an honest man.
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Ritters arc highly praised by cluded) and insiruckion In all the English Stodiea
wifery.
tive, and at the same time leave tho patient stronger
those suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia and liver and Latin at $110 per annum.
Marietta Republican, has resigned that post
The only work on this subject ever published in
Sep. 24, 1861.
Mrs. R. R. SLOAN.
and in an improved condition, different from moat
complaint.”
which he has so ably filled, and enlisted in the
any country, or In any language, for 25 cents. Il
drastic
remedies.
Try
them
with
the
Blood
Purifier
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at WilliamspoTt, Ohio,
Zollicofier Retreating.
lustrated with magnifioentengr&vings, showingboth
army. The Colonel is the right kind of a man
Marble HssSS Meat Sbop.
and you will feel like many who have been relieved,
says, “they give grertt satisfaction. I use them my
sexes, in a state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery
Louisville, Nov 15.
for that sort of service. Whq of the Marietta
and willing to add your testimony to their efficaoy.
self, having taken cold,become prostrate and lost rtiy
J'f
of
the
FoCtus,
27th
edition
—
over
200
pages
—
sont
-editors will follow his head ? That- is the ques
See advertisement.
General Buell has arrived.
appetite. It relieved me, and lean recommend it
under seal postpaid, to any part of tho world, ou the
tion. You know you said a while ago that
A letter to the Journal from Crab Orchard
with great aSsntanee of it* merits.”
receipt of 25 conts, or 5 copies for $1. Speoie or
Mac. was a secessionist. Now, lie is oft’ to the says Zollicoffer retreated on Wednesday, block VOLUNTEERS! VOLUNTEERS ! bank bills perfectly safe in a well sealed letter. It
Dn. WM. M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
ns that they aro the most valuablo medicine offored. The Ynien aad tho Constitution Foreter.’
war. Will you do as much ? If not, from now ading the road from Cumberland Ford to Cum
LL PERSONS desirous of serving their coun tells how to distinguish Pregnancy, and how to aHe
has reoommended them with great suceesi, and
try iD the field, are horoby informed that I am void It. How to distinguish secret habits in young
henceforward hold your peace.
berland Gap by blasting immense rocks from
with them made several oure* of palpitation of the
AL. BEACH
now recruiting for the
men and how to cure them. It contains the Author’s
ISAAC
We know McCormick well. He is aster- the hills into the roads.
heart and general debility.
43 REGIMENT, 0. V. U. 8. A.
E8P1?CTPULLY aanounaes to tho cltisens af
views on Matrimony. And how to chooso a Partnire
Mnnulncturer
and
Dealer
in
ling Democrat and a patriot. We hope some
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., B(puntsville, Henry i
Mt. Vernon that ho it prepared to serve tbeot
It tolls how to cure Gonorrhse, How to oure Spue
Beecher the Preacher.
saAS¥»MAS8 eftttWSZBS, Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May tritlrfrosh meats, every Tuesday, Thursdn; ai d Sat
of the ghssy Republican Editors will follow his
31cn will be paid <£13,00 per mohth with clothing Diseases, Nervous Irritation, Despondency, Loss of
3, 1860. lie was much reduced, having been afffict- urday, at his Marble Ilall MeatShop, on Main sireek.
The Hartford (Conn.) Courant tells the fol and subsistence furnishod from the day of enlistment; Memory, Aversion to Society, and Love of Solitude.
FOR MEN AND BOYS’ W4JAB.
example and go to the war, instead of staying
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal three doors below Gambier. He will keep oti haa<
Importer and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Vest pitation of the heart of the mbst severe and pros the best kind of Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork, Bftnssga,'
and also $100 bounty money on their discharge, It contains Fathorly Advice to young ladies, young
lowing :
nt home and slandering Union Democrats.
men,
and
all
contemplating
matrimony.
It
teaches
ings,
Tailors
’
Trimmings
and
Furnishing
Goods.
—
with an almost oertain prospect of a land warrant
trating character, “after using a few hotties I was all in their reason. Be sure aud givs me ■ ca l, as
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher lectured at the for
160 acres of land. Should the war bo ended in the young mother or those expecting to hfecome mo Also, sole agent for the sale of
completely.restored, and am now in robust health.’ Marble Hail, where I shall treat yon all, both great
South Baptist Church on Thursday evening.— one year this will be equivalent to $41,50 per month. thers, how to rear their offspring, llow to remove
Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines
Our Female Seminary.
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted and small, to the nicest meat in M». Verner..
pimples from the face. It tells how to cure Leucor- and Storr’s Automaton, Pressman, and dealer in
The
society
that
procured
his
services
did
so,
Apply
without
delay
as
I
hope
to
raise
one
of
the
aug
with rhumatism for twenty years, in all it* various so, captain.
We are happy to learfi that the Mt. Vernon
hoping to raise a fund for a charitable object, best companies in the State, and the 43d is design rhoea, or Whites, Falling of the Womb. Inflamation Sewing Machino Needles, Twist, Threads Ao.
foims,
and at tho date of his letter he had been two
Female Seminary, under the new manual la to teed the hungry and clothe the naked. The ed to be one of the finest Regiments in the servioe. of the Bladder, and all disoases of the privates.— ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL, years well;
the Bitters effecting the cure, when GOOD NEWS FOI THE PEOPLE!
X-0L.Marriod persons and others, who desire to esbor system, is enjoying a high state of prosper receipts were $106, of that sum Mr. Beecher Office in the Probate Judgo’s room, in tha Court oape the perils of disease, should enclose the price Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, several physicians could do him no good. He says,
House.
Rocruits
sworn
in
by
said
Judge
at
all
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, livor complaint, kidney
Ohio!
April 16.
of the work, and receive a copy by return mail.
ity. The number of pupils has greatly increa took one hundred dollars.
times.
affection, ,or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy,”
This book has roceived more than 5,000 recommen
lias Positively been Befnfctred*
The 43d will be encampod at Mt. Vernon in a fow
sed, and more are expected. The new system
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,
Country Produce.
otwithstanding the united opposition of
Win. ScSmcliman‘s
days where it will remain a. short time until filled dations from the publio press, and physicians are
(a
section
where
Fever
and
Ague
prevails,)
that
he
thus far works well. It not only greatly re
Sort Moultrie. We run them in rot la thaf
rocomuieiiding persons in their vioinity to send font. Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving and. Fruiting
Y e wish to say to those who have not the up.
LLEUT. S. A. LARRISON,
most
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them
of
decided
merit
N.
B.
Ladies
in
want
of
ft
pleasant
and
saie
rem

ESTABLISHMENT,
night, nor with fnuffled oars, but in bread day iighb
duces the tuition fees, but prepares the young money to spare that we will be pleased to re- Nov. 5-3t
Reoruiting Officer.
In
all
eases
of
FEVER
AND
AGUE,
1»YSPEPSIA,
edy for irrregularities, obstruction*! Ac., can obtain
Nos^lt and 19, Fifth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
by the ear load.
ladies to perform all the duties of life in such cei\ e all kinds of merchantable produce on
We arc not only selling Sugars extremely low,
Dr. Viojiol’s Female Monthly Pills sit tho Dootor t
ONDS and Coupons, Certificates of Stock, Diplo AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
Petition for Divorse.
D. K. GALLEHER8, M. D., writes from J an all other goods as coinparitively cheap. Thankft..
a manner that cannot fail to be satisfactory to subscription to the Banner, if brought in soon. Mary Chambers, Plaintiff,
mas', Drafts, Notes, Checks, Maps, Bill and Let
3 in> Knox CounO Office, No. 5 Beaver street.
Wert,
Ohio,
“
I
most
respectfully
recommend
the
CAUTION.—Married ladies in certain situations,
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we eolieit a
terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels,
William Chambers, Defendent. j
Common Pleas. should hot UeO them—forreasons, see directions with
their future husbands.
Business and Visiting Cards, <&e., executed in the Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fa •
sons,
and
to
all
who
require
a
stimulating
medicine.
Administrator’s Notice.
tore
by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at tha
each
box.
Price
$1.
Sent
by
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to
all
parts
of
IIE said defendant is notified that tho said plainbe&t style, at moderate terms.
Such News wc are receiving Daily.
OTICE ishereby given that the undersigned hae __ tiff did, on the 22d day of October, A. D., 1861, tho world.
Name of the Camp.
Old Corner.
feb. 26, :6i.
G. M. FAt.
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the
full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
beendaly appointed andqualified by thcProhate file hor petition in the office of the clerk of the Court
lOOOboxes sentthis month—allhAve arriv Ohio and Penn. State Agricultural Societies, 1852,
It seems we were misinformed as to the name
Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Admin
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are
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by
Medicine
Deaiers
generaLj'.
QANTITY of tfie celebrated Hamburg Cbeet«
of Common Pleas, in Knoxconnty and State of Ohio,
1853, 1854, 1855 and 1856.
July 14.
safe.
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. H <RftI8 'f Lf .
of the Camp recently established at our County- istratrix, on the estate of William Beatty, decoased. charging the defendant with wilful absense for More edN.
jnsfreceifod at the Old Corner.
B, Persons at a distance can be cured at homo
Cincinnati, Oo'io. Proprietors for the bbutnern and
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to than three years last past, and asking that she may by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enolosing a
O. M. FAT.
Feb.
26,’61.
Fair Grounds. It has been named “Camp make immediate paymentto the undersignod,and all
Westebh States, to whom address ail orders.
be divorsod from the said William Chambers, and remittance. Aledicines securely packed from obser
.befwe
ALLa,nd'see
fhota
nice
and
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8u
For
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W.
Lippitt,
Mt.
Vernon.
O.;
James
At drew’s,” instead of Camp Morgan—in hon persons holding claims against said estate, aro noti have reasonable alimony, which petition will stand vation, sent to any part of the world. All cases
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply of
porcliS’singelsewhere, at the Old Corner.
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades Blanchard. Mt. Vernon; R. S. Frendh, Gambier, N.
warranted. No charge for ad vice. N. B.—No stu
or of the late President of Kenyon College and fied topresont them legally proven for settlement for hearing at the next term of said court.
Teh. 26.91.
______
G■ bL FAT.
Davton, Martinsburg; Montague & Hosac, Tredewithin one year from this date.
and Curtain Fixtures, at
MARY CHAMBERS,
dents or boys employed. Notice this, address all
rirktown- W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
Colonel of the Fourth Ohio Regiment—Lorin
WM. D. BEATTY, Administrator.
siLDROYD’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORE.
By Irvine A Watson, her Attornies.
iettora to
J. TELLER, M. D.,
r
2Sw
Justice
’
s
Blanks
for
sale
sfftkeBar.cer
©See.
Danvlllv; Roberts J Samuel, Columbus. ( May I! 6
MarehlStf
Oct 29-3w»
Oetober 2$-w6-3.8G.
No. 5 BoavftYStrcef. Albany ,N Y,
Anprkw’,

The grand secret of success as in business is
to stick to one thing.—Who ever knew anybody
to do this for ten years without accomplishing
his ends? Continual dropping wears away the
rock ; the highest obstacles become at length
as cobweb barriers before a never-flagging en
ergy.
Go out in spring, when the sun is yet far
distant, and you can scarcely feel the influence
of his beams, scattered as they are over the
wide face of creation ; but collect those beams
in a focus, and they kindle up a flame in an
instant. So the man that squanders his tal
ents and his strength on many things will fail
to make an impression with either; but let
him draw them to a point; let him strike at a
single object, and it will yield before him.

JOISTS & CR©«L,EY’S
American Cement Glue •

A

A

Ureve<

NEW

STORE!

MOUNT VERNON’’

NEW GOODS

W

A

A

A. ISAACS

R!

COLONEL SMITH.

- sat (

FORT SUMTER

N

B

N

T‘

JUST RECEIVED

F

A
c

XZETVCriSP
TEMPLE OF ART!

^Msiiitss Carbs.
PKAXK S.

fc. a HURL.

R. C. HURD & SON,
Attorneys and Connsellors at Daw,

tn.-vr 12-tf

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.

W. L. BANE.
atfnrnev and Counsellor nt i.aw,
Attorney*^ VERNON, OHIO.

I desire to inform the

Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
JARE COMPLETED!
ND NOW OPEN for the reception of visitors.—
. It is needless to comment upon my work, as it
recommends itself. I make Photographs from small
miniatures to LIFE SIZE, PLAIN or

A

jrfp, opyrcE—Rooms formerly occupied by Iloener Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bank.
Nov. 5-tf.

JOHN ADAMS,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
Axn Notary Public,
OFFICE—In Ward’s Now Budding,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
March 11-tf.

WILLIAM DUNBAR,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
corner of Main and Vine Streets, in the roojn former
ly occupied by M. II. Mitchell.
?e *

HENRY S. MITCHELL.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North side of Kremlin Block.
August 28, 1860-ly.
______

CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
Attorney nt Law,

’

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur
ing all Claims entrusted to his cure.
C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
wiHattend to such business as is authorized by his
commission, with promptness and despatch.
April 10th, 1869-6mo.

"
EMMET W. COTTON,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
Will tttond to ail business intrusted to him, in any
of the Courts.
ipfj~ OFFICE—-N. E. corner of Main and GambierStrcots, over Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring estab
lishment
Dct. 20.
aAWTTRL ISRAEL.

JOSEPH C. DEVIN

ISRAEL & DEVIN,
Attorneys and Counsellors ol Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
♦hem, and especially to collecting and securing claims
Is any part of the state of Ohio.
OFFICE—Throe doors South of the Knox
County Bank.
Dee. 7-tf.

D. C. MONTGOMERY,
Attorney at Law.
JTotn Street, Below the Knox County Bank.
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Special attention given to the collection of claims,

•cd the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:

I

610 acress in Osage county, Missouri.
605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
302 acres in St. Francois oonnty, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
63 acres in Mercor county, Ohio,
osar 1

public that, my

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,

Water Colors, or India Ink.

T

INSTANT RELIEF! STOP YOUR COUGH!

T

-AT-

W. MEAD’S,

AMBKOTYPES

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

A

WASHING MACHINE!

I

Furniture Rooms,^

W

HE evidence io the possession of Dr. Bobaek.
which i« at. nil times accessible to the public, es
tablish the following

T

JOSEPH MCCORMICKS
FURNITURE

m

JAMES BLANCHAEP,

WAKE BOOMS.m

Coach and Carriage Factory,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.

BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
------ o-----rpHE undersigned respectfully announces to the
JL citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties,
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is now
prepared to offer superior inducements to those who
wish to purchase

NervousHeadache
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

march 20.

Clkeap am! Elegant Furniture.

WITTIANI SANDERSON

R

Drugs and Medicines,

G

Sbroitos and melainotypes.

furlongIfottndry.

T

HOLTON HOUSE,

T

DENTIST,

FAMILY

H

MEDICINES,

WOOD WELL’S
a FURNITURE
CHAIRS,

FAC TOR Y!

WOOLEN FACTORY!

CHAIR AXl) BEDSTEAD MAX! FACTORY,

T

Fulton ZEPoTT^LcaLx*3r,

W

A

New Firm.

Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.

Leather, Hides and Oil,

Rifle Manufacturers,

I

,

C

A

FACTS!

That the BLOOD PURIFIER and
have been proved ly analy.-is Jo

BLOOD PILLS

Contain No AIiu<ml,
That they cure the almost universal complaint,

Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty. and in a very short time.—
That after all other medicines hnve proved useless,
they relieve

Liver Complaint,
and restore the health aud strength of the sufferer.
That

Sick Females,
who have languished for years In helpless weakness
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidsiy un
der their invigorating operation. 1 hat’al! sexual
disabilities ore removed by their cordial aud gentle
stimulating properties. That they recruit

Shuttered Constitutions,
however they may hnve been trifled with nnd abus
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly
upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they

('Huse Noon to Il<*nl,
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they

Recruit the Debilitated,
and that there is no disease of tho Stomach and Bow
els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands

or Muscles,

Arising from Impnritieft or
Obstructions of the Blood
t;r Secretions,
in which they do not
prompt relief, and, (if ad
ministered before the very citadel of life has been
invndcd,) vffect of a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the FCANDIVADIAN VEGE
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by tho expe
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
tors, affidavits, medical works, and by word of
month, proclaim them to be the very best prepara
tion of tho kind ever offered to the broken-down vic
tims oi ill-hzath. They hunt disease through every
avenue nnd organ of the system, and expel it thor
oughly and permanently.
No one can dcubt their superiority after one singlo trial—they are not only better, but in fact ehea
per than any other Pills, for it takes a lees number
of them to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
er, $ 1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per
box, or 5 boxes for $1.

DRUG STORE.

lie will at. all times keep on hand a large stock of
BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
J. B. MILLER,
ESPECTFULLY informs the public and his
BOOK-CASES. CENTRE, PIER and
friends that ho continues to manufacture Carri DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
ages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagons,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
Ko. 101 main st., up Stairs,
Sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles of
MATRASSES, Ac., Ae.
Mount Vornon, Ohio. finish and proportion.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-clars
ilded side and top lights, window
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du Furnituro Ware-room. I will also make to order any
Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also be article that may he called for. I employ the very
Land Scapo Painting done to order. Pictures fram

attended
to on the most reasonable terms. As I use best workmen to be had, and every article sold will
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.— in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal
Btenceling in paper or metal neatly executed.
ploy nono but experienced mechanics, I feel confident patronage heretofore extended to me.
P. S. Block letters to order.
May 22,1860.
that all who favor me with their patronage, will be
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my
work will be warranted.
UNDERTAKING.
Purchasers 8 re requested to give me a call be
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking Bu DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
fore buying elsewhere.
Mar. 20:tf.
siness, nnd having an elegant HEARSE is prepared
O. A. MCDONALD.
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins
SUCCESSOR to Powor & McDonald, respectfully
A CARD.
announces to the citizons of Alt. Vernon and vi- rpiIE undersigned wishes to say that ho is still at made to order, in the host style, and cn the shortest
notice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms,
einity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes <t
I tho old Stand on High Street, West of tho R. R.
Melainotypes, in the best style of art, at his rooms in Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is new in Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block, Mt. Paints, Oils, VarnMips, Brushes and Dye
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
Stlllf!.,
Woodward Block. From a long experience in busi in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old Vernon. Ohio.
mar 13:tf
ness he flatters himself that he will give entire satis friends and patrons with a pleasant smilo, a warm
faction to all who may favor hinfwith business. Prices shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish them
MEAT MARKET.
•s low as the lowest. Please give me a call before with any thing in the line of business they arc to be
engaging pictures elsewhere.
[may 1 tf.
supplied with at this place. The same business is
Joscpli ESocIitoll PURE WINES AND BRANDIES
continued here as you will see by advertisement.
CABINET BUSINESS.
FTtAKES pleasure in anComo on Farmers and all others and support home
a®
I nouncing to bis friends
M. C. FURLONG.
Josopli S. Martin industry.
and customers that he still
AKES pleasure in announcing to the cdtizens of
continues to keep for sale
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that ho continues to
the very best Beef, Mutton,'
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
♦arry on the
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at
s. DAVIS &, co.,
his
cellar,
on
the
corner
of
Main
and
Vine
streets,
un

Cabinet Making Business.
MANUFACTURERS OF
der Clark’s Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
MOWERS AND REAPERS
and by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continu
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
CALLED THE
ance of the liberal patronage he has heretofore receiv
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads,
Monnt Vernon Iron Harvester,
PERFUMERY,
ed.
April 27:tf
WushsLands, Capboards, Ac., AcHE most simple in construction and perfect in its
operation, the lightest in draft, and least liable to
get out of order of any in uso. Now if farmers of
UNDERTAKING.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
KliWAItK, OHIO.
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals whenev
MONEY, IIORSE FLESH AND TIME,
er called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand and
Come and try
O tho citizens of Knox County, I would return SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to
Furlong
Foundry.
feb. 8: tf
me since I became proprietor of this House, and for
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above
your
continued patronago, I pledge mysolf to make the
representations will be. realized or no sale. Also,
REMOVAL.
SNEFF AND CIGARS,
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this
Sugar Mills with B. D. Evans’
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
DR. C. M. KELSET,
Patented March 20th, 1869. These mills are heavy vided attention for their comfort, while they remain
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexcel my guests.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house.
led by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
AS token for a term of years the rooms formerly tor, it is the best adapted to tho business, of any patO-tll, ’59:tf
occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay tent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the fur
lor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the vari

nace part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cooking
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
ous duties of his profession with an experience of over vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over oth
16 yoars constant practice, and an acquaintance with ers for convenience, has to be seen and used to be
all the late improvement in the art, be feels confident properly appreciated. Those wishing to purchase
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
and
giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the will be but wise to examine this before buying else
profession warranted to be exercised in every case.
BURNETT’S LORIMEL,
where.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately pro
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the vari WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
cured from the east.
ous styles and descriptions made and repaired that
—m RAC NO —
COAL
OIL
AND
COAL OIL LAMPS.
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A was formerly mado hero. Also, Plows and Plow
EVEItY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow,
—IN—
April 19. 1859-tf
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Hiser right and
• MANUFACTURER OF
Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
left;
Crist
do.;
Hutchison
loft.
The
Mt.
Vernon
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
SUITABLE FOR
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination
BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, Ac., P arlors,
Ciiambers, and
♦ ffTHE Subscribers would inform their friends and Ac. Also, Scrapers with cast points, an excellent
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Dining Rooms,
JL the public generally, that they have removed article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac., to order.
EQUAL TO ANY IN
S. DAVIS A CO.
»ueir Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, West of
Particular
care in compounding Physicians Pre
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
Apr24
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
High Street, where, in connection with S. Davis, thev
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
AND AT
keep on hand and manufacture to order on short no
Jan. 29, 1860.
Mount Vernon
LOWER PRICES.
tice,
Every Article made by Hand and Warranted.
Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular
He Subscriber would call the attention of tho pub
Cabinet-Makers
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
lic to the fact, that the Old Lucerene Factory is
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND
We would ask for a new firm a continuance of the pa
Opposite Woodward Block,
reinowed to Mt. Vernon, at
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
MOUNT VERNON, 0.
tronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.
Hotel)
and
Steamboats
Furnished
at
the
shortest
notice.
Sign of (h« Red Bedstead, and
BYERS A PATTERSON.
And it is being fitted up with good Machinery fordo
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street,
Mt. Vernon, 0., Jane 12, 1860.
Golden Chair.
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to
mar 17
PITTSBURGH.
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere.
Dr. D. McBRIAR.
Daniel McDowell,
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by the JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN F. HART.
Yard.
^I'AKES pleasure in announcing
PENNOCK & IIART,
Also, Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls and
A to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell A Co.]
vicinity, that having been in the bus
Cloth-Dressing dono on Short Notice. All work war
Surgeon
ranted done in the best manner and as cheap as the
iness for 39 years, in this place, he
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
continues to manufacture CHAIRS
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt. cheapest
PITTSBURGH, PA.
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lucer
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
CONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and
tion, at his stand in Banning’s Build
II. E. WILKINSON.
manently located in Mt- Vernon, for the purpose of ene and work returned.
Rangos, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all
June 19.
ing where he hopes, by making good
practicing his profession in the best and most sub
sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea
Work, and selling at low prices to re
stantial style of the art, and I would say to thobc who
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons. Water and Gas Pipes,
cede a continuation of the liberal
may favor mo with thoir patronage, that my work
Valuable Farm for Sale.
Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings
patronage
that
has
heretofore been extended to him.
shall and will compare both in beauty and durability QLU I ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, made to order.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7:tf
All his work is made of tho very best material, and
200 cleared, and under good state of culti
with any in the State. I would also say to those who
Taylor, Griswold & Co.
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The
are afflicted with Diseased months, that I am pre vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling house,
Dealers in all kinds of Foreign and Domestic
patronago of the public is respectfully solicited,
pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under any two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
jj 12: ty
STAPLE
AND
FANDY
DRY
GOODS,
form. AJ30 to remove tumors from the mouth or an and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in
ALSO
A
trum. All operations warranted, and moderate char Morris Town ship, Knox Co. Ohio,
t-ami Warra.n(K.
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &c.
ges. I havo taken a lease of mv present suit of 3 mirea from Mt. Vernon, and 3| miles from Frede|)EItSONS having 160 aero Land Warrants, by
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years with the refusal ncktown. Said premises aro well situated, and are
J_ sending them to the undersigned, can have them
watered with seven good springs, and two large
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
•f ten. The best of references can be given.
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at tioo hun
Cleveland, April 6:y
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all
[June 19, 1860.
dred
and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
tho land entered with the warrant.
W. 1*. COOKE & co.,
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
This is an.excellent chance for investment, the lend
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
er being rendered doubly safe, for having tho benefit
of the settlers improvements and selection of the finost
Bowu A Tetley.
lands in the West.
SHOE FINDINGS,
NO. 136 WOOD STREET, PxTTBURGH
morton «fc sapp
SHEEP
PELTS
AND
WOdL,
. JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
BSPECTkULLY inform the citizens of Mount
No. 35, Water Street.
Jnno 30.
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
ernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar♦
I.EVKI.IIVO,
OHIO.
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar
£xwcXetv:reysoord in^r line °f bUSine88’ J
Particular attention paid to orders.
rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma
bell
E. DENNIS
terials, has just received, by Express, direct from thoW. P. COOKE.
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
GO AND SEE
Cleveland,
March
3I:tf
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
Their now stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all manufacturers, a splendid assortment of Colts Re
VTTILL select and onter Lands,locate Land WarCountry Merchants
mas and atyimL In addition to our other stock, wo peating Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of
which
we
will
sell
for
cash
at
as
low
prices
as
they
V V rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Cuds of
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing. Paying
thing in our line, at Cleleland wholesale prices.
latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Cans • «nd! can be bought in the city of New York. Porsons go
ing
to
Australia
and
California
will
find
that
they
Taxes,
Loaning aad Investing Money,and examin
may 14
MORTON & SAPP.
•Iso, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves ’
'
ing Titles.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buv ' can do bettor by purchasing their equipage at home,
SPLENDID
lot
of
Ilams
and
Dried
Beef,
just
than they can among strangers—as we give persons
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New
their Leather and Findings at
__ received at the Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
a chance to try any of the above pistols before leav
York ; Wm. DunbaT and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon, ,
Morton & Sapp’g Boot and Shoe Store
Feb 25:v
ing
the
city,
and
in
oase
of
a
failure
we
refund
the
Marshall A Co.,Bankors, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman, |
omer of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building
Oi5 iPttlN'A'IWGofail kinds neatly and cheap St. Paul, Minn.; Win. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton,
[E Vernon, Ohio.
may U 4 money.
Sept. 11-tf.
BOWK A TETLEY.
ly executed at this office.
Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
May 20.

S

I)K. ROHACK’S

SCA\D1NAVIAN REMEDIES,

D.

N

. ZHASMACY.

THROAT CONFECTIONS

Old Stand of Beam &, Mead,

A

R

O

SPALDING’S

..

NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knot and the
surrounding counties, that they are now prepar
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash, Doors
and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all work
requirod in house finishing. We shall use the very
best material, and will warrant all our work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Conrt House,

T

day !

SO

If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype of
GOOD FOR CLERGYMEN.
a deceased friend, (no matter hw poor,) it can be en
GOOD FOR LECTURERS.
medical
larged to any size and colored true to Rature.
GOOD FOR PUBLBC SPEAKERS.
IIE subscriber respectfully informs the communi
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
GOOD FOR SINGER3,
ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set
the public this important branch of Photography. I
GNOD for CONSUMPTIVES
tled in said place as a regular practising Physician,
employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged
having
graduated
in
Philadelphia,
and
as
such
solicits
best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
patronage,
especially
from
tbe
/enioZc
portion
of
socie

6ENTLEMEN CARRY
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can he seen at
ty. Her rooms arc in Hill’s Building, corner of Main
my Gallery.
a’nd Gambier stroets, entrance between Gannt A Co.
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.
and Munk’s stores.
tfpgp* Country calls promgtly attended to.
LADIET ARE DELIGHTED WITH
,’Tulv 23:tf
JANE PAYNE. M. D. _ South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets ML
And all small work dono on short notice. We extend
Verncn, Ohio.
ap 30
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.
a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci
j YEW FURNITURE.
mens.
They relieve a Cough instantly.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
OW RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr
JOHN W. POWER,
Big Chair, over Sperry’s A Co.’s Store, the
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
FTER nn absence of many months, during which They clear the Throat.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
time he has been following his profession ofPhoLargest and Best Stock of Furniture
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
They give strength and volume to the voice.
tographist and Ambrotypist in the principal galleries
nov 13-ly.
N. E. LEWIS.
of 1 ine Art in the South and West, has returned to
Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part Mt Vernon, and opened his
They Impart a delicious aroma to the breath.
of
TISE CATARACT
•
Vnion Gallery cf Art,
SOFAS, TETE-A-TETES, LOUNGES,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him im They sre delightful to ilie taste.
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES,
mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus
CHAIRS. CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS, sell, Stnrges A Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver
To tire People of Knox County and STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every non, where lie is prepared and furnished with the They are made of simple herbs and cannot harm
auy one.
thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also means of executing his art in a manner not to be sur
especially the Cadies.
HAVE been for several years on tho lookout for keep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton, passed by any artist in the land,
I advise every one who has a Cough or n Husky
a good Washing Machine. I have had several and Husk
Photographs,
Voice or a Bad Breath, or any diffieuliy ofthe Throat,
tried in mv family and found somo that did prettyMatrasses, Feather Bolsters and Fillows. Painted lAfe-Sized
in oil colors, by the best artist of the North to get a package of my Throat. Confection*. They
well as long as they kept in order. But they all soon
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, the best in use.— West, Ambrotyes of all sizes, from minature t* the will relieve you instantly, nud von will agree with
failed in this rospect and some shook themselves to
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the ine that “they go right to the spot” You will find
pieces.
most reasonable prices. Ilis large stock of Frames, them very useful and pleasant while travelling or at
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine opera made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent ca,scs, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. Ilis tending public meetings, for stilling your cough or
ted by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck with
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the allaying your thirst. If you try one package, I am
its simplicity ! and especially with the fact that there Burial Cases, and will keed them on hand.
The public aro invited to call and examine my stock day, and in all kinds of weather, having been prepar safe in saying that you w ill ever afterwards consid
was no shaking motion to it. It had no more tenden
ed under his immediate supervision. lie feels confi er them indispensable. You will find them at the
[ap 26]
W. C. WILLIS.
cy to rattle to pioees than a grindstone, or aspinning and prices.
dent that nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal Druggists and doalera in medicines. •
wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his machine j. n. ji’farland.
william wells.
lery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all
to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough trial in my
SfXcX’arland & Wells
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri
family, and also in some others; and becamo so well
PRICE TWENTY-CENTS,
HAVE JUST OPENED
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to
satisfied with its merits that I purchased the patent
call at tho Union Gallery of Art.
right for several counties.
My
signature
is on each package. All others are
.700" Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus
These machines are now manufactured at the Kocounterfeit.
sell,
Sturgcs
A
Co.
’
s
Bank,
Mt.
Vernon,
Ohio.
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham & Co., and I can
A Package will bo sent by mail, prepaid, on re
Juno 25th, 1861. tf.
confidently recommend them as the best machine for On Main Street, over Hank’s Saddle and Harness
ceipt of Thirty Cents.
Shop, Second Floor, Oppoisite llussell,
washing that I ever saw. They will wash any
Address
Sturges & Co.’s Bank,
amount of clothes from a shirt collar to a half a doz
IIENRY C. SPALDING,
HERE may be found a good assortment of
en shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They
No. 43 Cedar St. New York.
Chairs,
Bedsteads,
and
Cabinet-ware,
of
thoir
are not liable to get out of order and will last a life
own manufacture, at prices to snit the times. All
time.
KNOX COUNTY
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to giyc en work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning done
tire satisfaction. If not, the machine may be return on short notice and in good style. Country Cabinet
Makers
will
do
well
to
give
us
a
call.
Wagon
Hubs,
ed in good order, within twenty days and tho money
Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, and, in short, any
will be handed back without asking nnv questions.
thing in wood, can be turned nt our shop.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce and Cash, taken
Mt. Vernon, June 12, I860.
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at
tended to. A sharo of public patronage solicited.
Fob 12, ’ci:v
McFarland a wells.

DEVOE & HUBBELL,

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

And Grows more nnd more Popnlai evert

STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE I

Cheaper than Ever!

THE ONLYTHAT
PREPARATIOi
HAS
STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS,

PURIFY YOUR BREATH!

SPRING G

HASH, DOORS A Vi* BCIADS.

Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Biood Parifyer and BIe«>d Pills.

“They go right to the Spot.*’

NEW

Tort Sumter Svacuated.
HE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United
States does not say that E. H IECOX lias
evacuated his old stand on Main street , over Brown s
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects to
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made
to order on short notice, and as durable as can be done
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern
fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their
liberal support heretofore received, he solicits a con
tinuance of the same, and asks as many new ones as
feel they can trust him with their work.
ap 9:tf
_________ E. WILCOX.

A NEW ARTICLE.

Dr. Roback’s Stomach Bitters.
A new nnd delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for
giving tone to the .Stomach, and for the prevention
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re
lievo Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
I11 flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it
The formula of these Bitters, now (186.) the so,
property of Dr. Itobaek. originated with one of the
oldest snd most eminent Medical Practitioners oi
the West, and it is directly predicated upou the
wants of Western people.
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
they are composed, aud as they are. by allaying un
natural craviDgs of the stomach, directly pr. motive
of

And testimonials, new. and almost without number
might be given from ladies nnd gentlemen in al
rndes of society whose united testimony nor e couh
esist, thrt Prof. Wood’s Hair Rt sfonttve will res’or,
he bald and gray, rrui preserved the hair of tin
youth to old age, in all its vonthful beauty.
Batik Creik, Midi., Dec. 21. Ifo'8Prof. Wood: Thee wilt please accept a line to in
form thee the hair on my head all fell "ff over twen
ty years ago,canned by a complicated chronic disea.-e.attended with nn eruption on the head. A con.
trnunl course of suffering through life having re
doced tee Io a state of dep» t.di tice, I have not beet
able to ob'-ain i-tufl'for caps, neither have 1 been aid,
to do them tip, in consequence of wh:ch my hear
has suffered extremely from cold
Tins induced mi
to pay Biggs A Hodges almost the last cent I had 01
c: rth for a two dollar bottle of thy H iir Restorativt
about the first of Angnstlast. I have faithfully fol
lowed the directions and the bald spot is now cover
ed with hair thick and bladt, tbottgh short, it is slst
coming in all over my head. Feeling confident that
another large bottle would restore it entirely nu
permanently, J feel anxious to perpeverc in its use,
and being destitute of means to pttreh-ase any more;
I would ask theo if thee wouldst not be w illing to
send me an order on thine agents fora bottle, nnd
receive to thyself the scripture declaration^"-** 1T1
reward is to those that are kind to the widow tfnd
the fatherless."
Thy fri» nd,
fciUSANNAH KIRAP.
Ligonier. Noble Co.. Ind., Feb. 5, 1859.
Prof. 0 ,J \\ ood : Dear Sir:—In the latter tou^t of
the year 1852. while attending the Smte
tional Law School of the Stale of New York, my
hair, from n cause unknown to me, commenced fall
ing off very rapidly, so that in the short space of six
months, the whole upper part of my scalp was al
most entirely bereft of its covering, and much of the
'remaining portion upon the side and back part of
my head shortly after became gray, so that you will
not be surprised when I tell you that upon my return
to t..e State of Indiana, my more casual acquain
tance were not so much at a loss to discover the
cause ofthe change in iny appearance, as my more
imtimatc acquaintances were to rocognise me nt all.
I at once made application to the most skilful phys
icians in the country, but receiving no assurance Irom
them that my hair could again be restored. I waa
forced to become reconciled to mv fate, until, fortu
nately, in the latter part of the year 1857, your Re
storative was reccommended to me by a druggist, as
being the most reliable Hair Restorative in use.’ I
tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaction
that it was producing the desired effect. Since that
time. I have used seven dollars’ worth of your Res
torative, and as a result I haven rich coat of very soft
idaek hair, which no money could buy.
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor and skill
in ,he production of so wonderful an article, I have
recommended its use to many of my friends and
acquaintances, who I ara liaxipy to inform yon, aro
using it with like effect.
Very respectfully, yours,
A. M. LATTA,
Attorney and Counseller at law.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by all dealers
throughout the world.
The Restorative is put up in bottles of three sizes,:
large, medium nnd small; tho small holds j a pint,
and retails for one dollar per hottie, the medium
holds at least twenty per cent, more in proportion
thnn the small, retails for two dollars a bottle; the
large holds a quart. 40 per cert, more in proportion
and retails for $3 a buttle.
O. J. WOOD <f- CO, proprietorSj^J l^^oadway,
New York, and 114 Market Street, St? LouistI^
And sold ny nil good Druggists and Fancj Goods
Dealers. For sale by JAMES BLANCHARD,
may 15-y
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Temperance,
By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of
Nervous or Sick Headache inay be prevented ; and
if taken al the commencement of an attack imme
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
Headac he to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Costl vent es.
For Literary Men, Students, Dedicate Females,
and ail persons of sedentary habits, they are valti
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, givj. g
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, -nd rests ring the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long
investigation and carefully conducted experiments,
having hem in use many years, during which time
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount, of
pain and suffering from Headache, whether originaiing in the nervous system or from a deranged
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in theireomposition,
and may be taken stall times with perfect aafetv
without making any change of diet, and the ab
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
administer them to children

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !

The genuine have five signatures of Henry C.
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drnfijists and all other Dealers in Med
icines.
A Box will besentby mail, prepaid, on receipt
of the
mJCE. 25 CENTS.
All orders should he addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedur Street, New York.

THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
SPA I.DING’S

CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL COXVINCE ALL WHO BUFFER FROM

'

HEADACHE,
From the Examiner, Norfolk.Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in al.
forms.
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va.
They have been tested in more than a thousand

cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
ache,send for a box, ('Cephalic Pills,) so that you
may have them incaseol an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence. R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a reinarkabl)
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
very best for that very frequent complaint which
has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago,HI.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his uuri

the present proprietor believes that in making then:
widely known the public welfare is subset ved.
It will soon be for sale bv all of Dr. lDback’s num
erous Agents, and at Hotels, Ac. the country over.—
In the uuantime. orders wiil be filed direct from
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rate.?
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packcp
in one doz. esses. Half doz. sample cases wiil, how
over, be packed and sent to any address, if desired
Retail l’rice, St pet bottle, or .six for $5.
Principal office nnd salesroom. No. 6 East Four
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati
Ohio. Laboratory. No. 32 Ifoimnond Street.
For sale in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. P>
Ru.-sel. Mt. Vernon,
D. ,v D. S. Fry. Centrehurg.
S. W. Sapp, Dnn\ ille.
Montague. A llos ick, Fredericktown.
R. McCloud. Millwood.
M. N. Dayton. Martinsburg.
Bishop <fe Mishoy, North Liberty.
Il inus A Mercer, Bladensburg.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
B M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Daniel Veatch. Mt. Liberty.
John Donnv, Heller, and by druggists and me
chants generally throughout Hie U. •>. Jan 23.
WaEkERLS I.VIO.V WASHER.

Front the Advertiser, Providence. R. I.

S IS its. it
THIS

s’, V lit VO Sit *

Agdlf.

I ELK HH S TONIC STIMULANT

Y^.^PEClA LLY designed for the use of Medical
J J Pr-.fes non end the Fnmil v. having superseded
so-eallee. “Gin:,” “Aromatic.” “Medicated,"
• Schnapps.” etc., is row en Bu sed by all of the proninent physicians, che-nii-is nnrt cornoisfenrs, -g
possc.-sing all oi those intrinsic medicinal qualities
'tunic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and
PURE Gin. Put up iu quart bottles and sold by all
iruggists, grocers, etc.
A. M. BIN INGER A CO..
(Established in 1778 )
Soli Proprietors,
No. 19 P,1 ond street N. Y.
For sale by D. S. BARNE6 A Co., No. 31 Patk
Row. New York.
Our long experience and faraiHarty with the re■ttirrments of Druggists, and our superior business
tcilities. enable us to furnish them with choice Liuors for medical and family use.
jau 22-vl

FREOER3CKTOWK FOUKBRT.

L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.

HORACE WELSH,
HK subseriher re pectfully’informs the citizens
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens o
of Knox and the surrounding countier that he
Knox and the adj fining counties that lie is tl
■ntinues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
.Kent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER'inox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi
eeps on hand a general assortment of
:atcs not to say' is the

r

R

Best Washing Machine
now in use in the country. These machines ar
manufactured nt Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon
and are sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol
lowing certificate of persons well known iu this oom
munity :
Mt. Vkrnon, Onto. Feb. 4th, 1861.
We the undersigned, would recommend G. Wall
er’s Unicn Washtr as one of the most desirable in
pie > ents of household economy; and believe that i
-tands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfectin'
and expedition in washing, and for the coinfort nt,
health of the operator, freeing them from the injo
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and it.
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health dc
■droying fumes of the wash.
I, M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
Henry Ransom,
Robert Watson,
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B Staunton,
Mary E. Wade,
Hellen M. Staunton,
E. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcus Beardsley,
Geo. W. Jacks »n,
Wm. Blair.
March 5. ’61 :tf.

JOOKING. PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES

FLOWS OF ALL KINDS.
And a fullstock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article.fine toned and vey chenp. are made nt this establisl went.
All work manufactured nt my establishment will
■'6 warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus
tomers, nnd will be sold nt prices equally as low if
ot lower than similar articles can he had in Mt.
ernon. The patronage ot the public is solicited.
•«arl5
L. D. RANKIN.

Duff & McCoy’s
COMMRCIAI’.L COLLEGE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

’’HE thorough manner in which Students ol this
Institution are drilled in all the routine of bniness. has gained for it the proud distinction of

I

The Business Man's College!

The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac'icnl. All the late forms and improvements are in
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee any one
sfterho has completed the course, to be fully quali
fied to keep the books of any business house.
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping. Pen
manship, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Inw
Political Economy, Elocution, <tc.

TERMS:
For full and unlimited Course, $40.

vnllcd Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va.
We are sute that persons suffering with the
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder. New Orleans, La
Try them! you that are afflicted, end we are
sure that your testimony can he added to the al
ready numerous list that has received benefits that
no other medicine can produce.
From theSt Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic
Pills) is rapi lly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa.
Mr. Spal ing would t ot connect his nams with
an article he did not know to possess real merit.

fGXN

MRS. WSYSEOW,
An experienc< d Nurse and Female Physician, pre
senfs to th ■ attention of mothers, her

SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, hr
softening <he gums, reducion all inflaination—wil
film- all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Studentscan enter atany time and review a plea
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to
1 0 weeks.
Good boarding can be
$2,50 per wetk.
Cost of Books. Diploma «f-c., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6
McCOY’ A Co., Columbus, O.

MFRE TO REtilb Vti; TIIF ItOW FI.t*.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
-elves and

RFLItF AND HEALTH TO Y0DR INFANTS.

It noi only relieves the child from pain, but invig
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It wil
almost instantlv relieve
D-A single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
GLUE will save ten times itscostai anally.
end overcome convulsions. v> liich if not speedily rem
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE!
edied, end in death. Wo believe it the BEbT ano
'I RES1 REMEDY IN TIIE WORLD, in all cases
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE!
of DYSENTERY and DIARRCEA IN CHILDREN
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
whether it arrises from teething, or from any othei
SAVE THE PRICES !
cau.«e. We would »ay to every mother who has a
ECONOMY !
DISPATCH ! child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints
— DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES. NOR THE
ILF “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,” 425
As accidents will happen, even in well regula PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you
and
your suffering child, and the relief that will be
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys, SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY’ SURE—to follow the
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions
Crockery, &c.
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS <fe PERKINS,
meets all such emergencies, and no household can New York, is on the outside rapper.
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines
up to the sticking point.
in Knox County.
“USEhUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
25 cents.
Address,
March 26, 1861.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
most respectable quarters.

»o-j.OO
AY’S the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop
ular and successful Commercial School in tho
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu
cated for business here within the past three years,
gjine of whom have been employed as Book-keepers
at salaries of

P

2,000 Per Annum,
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at halt price. Students en
ter at any time, and review when they please, with
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Petiuianship,and
a large Engraving ofthe College, inclose twenty-fivg
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
JENKINS A SMITH,
jan 22-ly
Pittsburgh, Pa.

WM
BLYNN;
Having removed to
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,

RUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him
st his new location. He will soon mako an adf
CAUTION.
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
ditton to his already large stock, a new assortment o
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting
Window Shutters, Guards, &c.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
to palm off on the unsuspecting public,imitations
_____
Nos. 91 ____________
Second Street______________
and 86 Third Street
ianev Articles for the Holidays.
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons (Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, FA,
He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention,
to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull TT A.VE on hand a variety of now Patterns, fancy
^
o
please
-he public.______ [Columbus, 0, Nov. 20.
uamp,
and plain, suitable for all purposes. PartieuHySPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE,^f~fl
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing
I’ATEXT
g
is on theoutside wrapper; aliothersare swindling done at short notice.________________ mar8
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio.
unterfeits.
Feb • 26
| BANKS of all kinds for sale at this Office.
»■. u. BusRinfis
[May5.]
j. bbaikaw.
MANUFACTURERS OF
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